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摘要 
現有馬達與齒輪減速機是分別設計與製造後再選配，存在動力傳輸路
徑較長、機器組成元件較多、整體安裝空間較大等缺點。本研究提出一套
整合設計流程，用以有系統地將電動馬達之電磁場設計與齒輪減速機的運
動設計結合。依據電動馬達及齒輪減速機的構造特性與運動原理，歸納設
計需求與限制，藉由圖論表示法與創意性機構設計方法，提出整合設計構
想。建立一維及二維等效磁路法分析模型，解析整合裝置的電磁特性與輸
出性能，並配合有限元素分析進行驗證，其誤差值分別為 3.21 %與 3.06 %。
引入卡特係數建立槽開口與齒型之磁導模型，探討齒輪輪廓對馬達電磁場
之影響，結果顯示齒型不影響馬達之磁交鏈、磁通密度、及電磁轉矩。提
出齒輪系的設計方法，包含齒形、齒數、齒輪系構形、及齒輪強度分析。
最後，分別以現有直流有刷馬達整合行星齒輪減速機，及交流感應馬達整
合一般齒輪系為設計實例，有系統並完成整合裝置的設計。齒輪強度分析
結果顯示，透過矽鋼片堆疊之齒型，可承受之最大應力為 312 MPa，齒輪
之動態負載，直流有刷馬達為 7.94 MPa，交流感應馬達為 98.32 MPa，足夠
承受傳輸需求。由性能分析結果得知，該整合裝置滿足現有設計的傳動能
力，大幅降低直流有刷馬達的頓轉扭矩 92.02%及轉矩漣波 50.14%，降低交
流感應馬達轉矩漣 14.23%，且分別提高直流馬達與交流馬達之轉矩密度
16.66%與 1.75%，改善整合裝置的電磁與輸出特性，其頓轉扭矩、轉矩漣
波，及軸向空間的使用，皆較現有設計有更佳的性能表現。 
  
關鍵詞：電動馬達、齒輪減速機、整合設計、創意性機構設計  
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Abstract 
This work presents a novel design procedure for integrating electric motors 
with gear mechanisms. Based on the configurations of electric motors and the 
kinematic structure of gear trains, the design requirements and constraints are 
concluded. By applying the graph representations and creative mechanism 
design methodology, feasible design concepts are successfully generated 
systematically. The open-circuit magnetostatic field analysis of a DC 
commutator motor conducted by applying 1-D and 2-D equivalent magnetic 
circuit methods are obtained and verified using FEA. The differences in the 
air-gap flux density are 3.21% and 3.06% for 1-D and 2-D methods, respectively. 
The Carter’s coefficient is applied to model the permeance of the slot and 
gear-teeth space. The affection of the integrated gear-teeth on the flux linkage 
and the first derivative of the flux linkage can be ignored. The design methods 
for gear trains, gear profiles, number of gear teeth, and gear strength are also 
introduced. The maximum stress of the gear profile is 312 MPa, and the results 
show that the gear train can be used for transmission purposes. A DC 
commutator motor with a planetary gear mechanism and an AC induction motor 
with an ordinary gear train are applied as examples. A feasible integrated DC 
commutator motor device is presented that reduces the cogging torque and the 
torque ripple by 92.02% and 50.14%, respectively, while increasing the torque 
density by 16.66%. The torque of the AC induction motor is reduced by 8.96%, 
and the torque ripple is reduced by 14.23%. In addition, the torque density is 
increased by 1.75%. This indicates that the integrated devices provide more 
stable and efficiency output torque than the existing design.  
Keywords: Electric motor, Gear train, Integrated design,  
Creative mechanism design  
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
With the development of industrial applications, electric motors and gear 
mechanisms are being widely used. However, electric motor and gear heads are 
designed and manufactured independently. Although these devices can still 
achieve the desired functions, there are drawbacks, such as a longer transmission 
path and more constituent elements. Therefore, there has been a general trend 
toward integrating electric motors with peripheral devices for the purposes of 
improving system performance, reliability, and reducing product costs. This 
study proposes a design process and a novel configuration of integrated electric 
motors and gear trains.  
1-1 Motivation 
Machine systems can be divided into three subsystems: the power sources, 
the transmissions, and the working machines [1], Fig. 1-1. The power sources 
provide desired energy, such as electric energy, heat energy, magnetic energy, 
and luminous energy. The transmissions can transfer the rotational energy into 
kinematic energy in a linear or rotational direction. The working machines 
transfer the kinematic energy into desired work.  
 
Fig. 1-1  Machine systems 
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Combinations of electric motors and gear reducers are considered to be 
typical examples of mechatronics, which are frequently adopted in present day 
machinery. Based on patents in Taiwan [2-7], USPTO patents [8-17], EPO patent 
[18], and commercial products [19-21], the traditional design strategy is to 
design electric motors and gear reducers independently. In order to meet needed 
drive requirements, users integrate these two devices within expected functions 
for the purpose of transforming speed and torque. The combined devices are 
widely used in high driving torque and/or low angular velocity applications, e.g., 
power tools, electric vehicles, factory conveying equipment, etc. Intermediary 
mechanical components, such as couplings or power-transmitting elements, are 
further employed for transmitting motion and/or power from the electric motors 
to the gear heads. This traditional configuration simplifies the complexity of 
design tasks due to independent designs of the electric motors and the gear heads. 
Since the efficiency of an electric motor is related to its rotational speed, the 
main advantage of the traditional configuration is the capability of operating in a 
motor’s most efficient state because the output speed is mechanically reduced by 
the reducer. Fig. 1-2 shows a brushless DC motor (BLDC) with a gear head, and 
Fig. 1-3 shows a commercial DC commutator motor with a gear head.  
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Fig. 1-2  A BLDC motor with a gear head 
 
Fig. 1-3  A commercial DC commutator motor with a gear head [20] 
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However, this type of design suffers from three disadvantages.  
1. The first one is the use of couplings or power-transmitting elements, which 
comprise the primary failure source and increase the maintenance 
complexity and manufacturing costs.  
2. Secondly, the additional mechanical loss caused by the friction of 
intermediary components results in undesirably low efficiency.  
3. The third is the incompact workspace arrangements due to the individual 
design of the electric motor and the gear reducer, which makes it difficult 
to reduce the overall size.  
Therefore, a combination of an electric motor and a gear reducer should be 
developed from the perspective of system integration to overcome the above 
shortcomings.  
In recent years, integrated design concepts have been applied to the 
research and design of novel vehicles and ships, such as integrated 
starters/alternators, specifically for the idle free and regenerative braking 
function, Fig. 1-4 [22, 24]. Another example is the use of an integrated 
motor/pump/controller in a vehicle cooling system intended to make the 
available space more efficient, as shown in Fig. 1-5 [25]. Moreover, integrated 
motor/steering assemblies that combine the position sensors and steering 
mechanisms shown in Fig. 1-6 can reduce the engine output loss and improve the 
arrangement of needed space [26]. In addition, the use of an integrated 
motor/pump system for underwater craft that combines the permanent magnets 
of the motors and pump blades, as shown in Fig. 1-7, can reduce the use of 
coupling and the axial spaces [27].  
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Fig. 1-4  An integrated starter/alternator [24] 
 
Fig. 1-5  An integrated motor/pump/controller [25] 
 
Fig. 1-6  An integrated motor/steering assembly [26] 
 
Fig. 1-7  An integrated motor/pump [27] 
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An innovative geared motor should be designed to overcome the above 
defects while simultaneously maintaining existing advantages. Therefore, the 
design and analysis of an electric motor and gear head are worthy research 
objectives. 
1-2 Literature review 
This study is mainly aimed at the integration of a motor and gear head. 
Therefore, the design approaches related to the motor, the gear trains, and the 
integrated device are discussed separately. The literature search and review 
section, then, is divided into three sub-sections: (1) motor design and 
electromagnetic field analysis, (2) gear train design, and (3) integrated device 
design. 
1-2-1 Motor design and electromagnetic field analysis 
In motor design, Miller [28], Hanselman [29], Akiyama [30], and Tang [31] 
introduced typical design procedures. These design procedures took into 
consideration magnetic materials, magnetic circuit structures, control systems, 
optimal design, machine design, and computer aided design (CAD). Basically, 
the design procedures included specifications, structures, magnetic circuits, rotor 
and stators, electrics, detailed design, and performance analysis.  
Electromagnetic parameters have been the key indicators for predicting 
output performance. Many domestic and international scholars have been 
devoted into this topic. Hanselman [29], Lipo [32], Yang [33], Hwang [34, 35], 
Tsai [36], and Tsou [37] presented the magnetostastic analysis models. Their 
models can be used to analyze open-circuit fields of surface-magnet rotors, 
surface-inset rotors interior-magnet rotors, and axial air-gap motors. The 
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relationships of fluxes can be determined to calculate the Back-EMF constant 
and torque constant. Tsai [38] combined the equivalent magnetic method and 
boundary element method to describe 3-D fluxes and to calculate cogging torque. 
Momen [39] presented a 1-D model to calculate the flux linkage in segmented 
core BLDC motors. Tsai [40, 41] presented a 2-D model to calculate flux linkage 
distributions. Hauge, Boules, and Miller [42-44] used the Laplacian equation to 
determine flux distributions. Kumar [45] used a vector method to determine flux 
density. Tsou [46] used magnetic scalar potential to calculate the Maxwell stress 
to obtain cogging torque. Liu [47] considered the interaction of slot openings. 
Markovic [48] used a Halbach array to calculate magnetic distribution. Zhu and 
Howe [49-54] considered the armature reaction and slot effects.  
With faster computing speed and the popularization of electromagnetic 
analysis software, finite-element analyses are being widely employed, not only 
in 2-D and 3-D electromagnetic analysis but also in computer-aided motor 
designs [55-63]. Currently, there are multiple versions of commercial software 
available on the market, such as FLUX, ANSYS/MAXWELL, MAGNET, 
JMAG, MOTORPRO, VECTOR FIELD, and COSMOS/EMS. 
The most optimal methods are applied for considering winding types [64], 
structures and magnetic fields [65-70], and control current waves [71] to 
improve output torque.  
The most efficient way to reduce cogging torque is through making 
structural changes [72]. The improvement methods include skewing or twisting 
along the axial direction on silicon steels [73] or positioning of permanent 
magnets [72, 74], auxiliary salient poles [75, 76], dummy slots [77, 78], rotor 
and stator fraction ratios [28], by changing the arc of permanent magnets [74, 79, 
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80] or the shape of shoes [81-85], creating asymmetry [86], altering slot 
openings [87] or the position of permanent magnets and slots [88], changing the 
width of slots and length of magnets [89], or the length-width ratios of axial 
air-gap motors [90].  
1-2-2 Gear train design  
The synthesis and analysis of PGTs have been proposed as research subjects 
over the past several decades. Graph theory, however, is the most common 
mathematical tool. Freudenstein and Buchsbaum originally introduced graph 
theory and Boolean algebra to represent the topological structure of a gear 
mechanism [91, 92]. Based on a graph representation, Tsai [93-95] then 
developed an algorithm for the PGT with one degree-of-freedom (DOF) and 
three to six links, by applying a linkage characteristic polynomial. Erdman et al. 
[96] proposed the topological analysis of the coincident joints of the PGT. Hsu 
[97-100] then presented an interactive computer program for the kinematic 
analysis of PGTs with any number of DOF. 
The kinematic analysis by fundamental circuit method is considered to be 
more systematic than other approaches. Freudenstein [101] originally did a 
kinematic analysis of PGTs using the fundamental circuit method. Yan and Hsieh 
[102, 103] proposed a generalized method of kinematic analysis for all types of 
PGTs using generalized fundamental circuit equations and compatibility 
equations. The typical method to synthesize the number of gear teeth is the 
optimal method [104, 105]. Hsu [106] presented a relationship of speed ratio to 
determine all possible numbers of gear teeth.  
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1-2-3 Integrated device design  
In 2001, Yan et al. [107] proposed an innovative concept integrating an 
electric motor with a mechanical PGT. By maintaining the relative angular speed 
between the stator and rotor, the electric motor still operated well. Then, Yan and 
Wu [108-113] integrated the gear elements of the PGT with a brushless DC 
(BLDC) motor. A feature of the integrated design is the integration of the ring 
gear of the PGT with the pole shoes. With a proper gear teeth design, cogging 
torque and torque ripple can be effectively reduced. Yan et al. [114] proposed the 
concept of a primary side and secondary side of an electric motor maintaining 
relative rotation. Using the creative mechanism design methodology, 
configurations of novel 3-link and 4-link integrated DC gear motors were 
obtained. Yan and Lin [115] presented integrated wind power generators with 
gear trains. Yan and Chen [116] then proposed the design of a DC commutator 
motor with an integrated PGT, which provided another systematic design 
method. Yan and Wang [117] presented an innovative cordless drill. Yan and Lee 
[118] worked on the integrated design with switched reluctance motors, and 
Wang [119] presented hybrid stepping motors with integrated planetary gear 
trains. Fig. 1-8 shows the research structure of Yan’s research group regarding 
this topic.  
Wu [120] proposed an inner-rotor BLDC motor integrated with a 
transmission. Via mechanical shifting, the motor provided three-stage speeds. 
Tsai et al. [121-123] invented a coaxial motor that combines two coaxial BLDC 
motors and a basic PGT, achieving continuously-variable speed changes. Wang 
presented a novel magnetic-geared PM brushless motor [124, 125]. Chau 
presented BLDC motors in vehicle applications [126, 127].  
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Fig. 1-8  Research structure of Yan’s research group 
1-3 Objectives 
The goal of this study is to focus on the integration of rotating electric 
motors and gear mechanisms. The main objectives are summarized as follows: 
1. To discuss the electromagnetic theory of electric motors, the kinematic 
theory of a gear mechanisms, and the integrated design theory. 
2. To combine components of an existing electric motor and transmission with 
magnetic field design and mechanical design to develop integrated devices 
with better electromagnetic characteristics. 
3. To investigate the effects of gear elements on both the magnetic fields and 
transmission abilities of the integrated device. 
4. To develop a design procedure for the integrated design to guide designers 
with the implementation of these novel devices. 
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1-4 Dissertation organization  
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the thesis is organized into the following seven 
chapters: 
1. Chapter 1 is the introduction, which includes the motivation, literature 
review, objectives, and organization of this study. 
2. Chapter 2 describes the basic theories of electric motors and gear trains. The 
novel integrated design concept is introduced in this chapter.  
3. Chapter 3 proposes a design process with Yan’s creative mechanism design 
methodology for the integrated devices. 
4. Chapter 4 focuses on the magnetostatics analysis. 1-D and 2-D equivalent 
magnetic circuits are introduced and verified with FEM.  
5. Chapter 5 deals with the kinematics of the integrated device and the strength 
of the integrated gear mechanisms. 
6. Chapter 6 analyzes the effects of integrated gear teeth on electromagnetic 
performance. 
7. Chapter 7 presents 2 design examples, and electromagnetic performances 
are compared with an existing motor. 
8. Chapter 8 concludes the results of this study and provides suggestions for 
future research and design. 
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Fig. 1-9  Dissertation structure 
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Chapter 2  Conceptual Design 
Regarding the design process, a conceptual design is indispensable. Based 
on an appropriate design process, feasible designs can be synthesized. In 
addition, thoroughly studying conventional designs can also bring about new 
design concepts. Therefore, in order to obtain feasible design configurations, it is 
necessary to analyze the characteristics of motors and gear trains, respectively. 
This chapter introduces the basic mechanisms and kinematic characteristics of 
motors and gear trains. In addition, feasible configurations are identified. 
2-1 Electric motors     
In modern technology, the use of electric motors is quite common. As 
opposed to internal combustion engines, electric motors can only be driven by 
electricity. Moreover, given the design of the power and control system, electric 
motors are easier to control than internal combustion engines. Since the 
invention of small motors, they have been widely used in daily necessities and 
precision machinery. Nowadays, electric motors are indispensable power 
sources in many domains. 
Electric motors have a considerable number of types, such as direct current 
(DC) motors, induction motors, stepping motors, and linear motors. They can be 
classified according to their input power: some are powered by DC sources, and 
others are powered by alternating current (AC) sources. Generally, a rotary 
motor is composed of a stator and a rotor. In an electric motor, the stationary part 
is the stator, and the moving part is the rotor. In addition, DC motors can also be 
divided into permanent-magnet DC motors and excited DC motors, according to 
the way the magnetic field is generated. Permanent-magnet DC motors are 
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widely applied in small motors and electronic motors. The 
mechanical-commutator and electronic-commutator create the differences 
between DC commutator motors and brushless DC (BLDC) motors. A DC 
commutator motor is the earliest developed motor, which has the ability to 
generate torque, superior control performance, and, most importantly, is less 
limited. For these reasons, the application of DC commutator motors still 
flourishes. 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, a DC commutator motor comprises a magnetic field 
and armature. Its permanent magnet provides a magnetic flux source, which 
serves as the stator; the coil winding provides EMF, which serves as the rotor. 
The electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy after electromagnetic 
induction. The stator of a DC commutator motor comprises a frame, permanent 
magnets, and a commutator. The permanent magnets are fixed on a frame that 
supports all mechanical parts. 
 
Fig. 2-1  Mechanism of a DC commutator motor 
The advantage of a permanent magnet is that the magnetic field does not 
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change because of the external magnetic field, but rather provides a fixed 
magnetic field. Permanent magnets are made from hard ferromagnetic materials 
such as alnico and ferrite, which are subjected to special processing in a powerful 
magnetic field during manufacture. An alnico magnet has high flux density with 
low coercivity, and a ferrite magnet has low flux density with high coercivity and 
low cost. Hence, a ferrite magnet is used more commonly. SmCo5 has good 
magnetic flux density and coercivity and is the most advanced material. Since 
the cost of SmCo5 is higher than the others, it is used less commonly. A 
Neodymium magnet (NdFeB) can perform like SmCo5, but it is lower in price. 
Therefore, Neodymium magnets are now widely utilized in industrial 
applications. 
Direct current is converted into an alternating current by the brushes 
pressing against the commutator in order to generate torque in the same direction. 
Currently, some brush materials include carbon, graphite, and metal fiber.  
The rotor mainly consists of the commutator and the armature, which 
comprises the armature core and the armature winding. The armature core is 
formed with steel laminations, which are designed to reduce hysteresis and eddy 
loss. The laminations are necessarily stacked vertically to the shaft. In order to 
wind easily, usually there are slots although there are slotless motors. The core is 
part of the magnetic circuit, but in general, it must be wound with enameled wire 
on the slot to form the armature winding. 
Usually, there are either single layer windings or double layer windings. A 
single layer winding means that the complete slot contains only one coil side per 
slot, whereas double layer winding means that there are two coil sides per slot. 
Basically, the armature winding of a DC motor is wound using one of two 
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methods: lap winding or wave winding. The difference between these two 
methods is exclusively owing to the end connections and commutator 
connections of the conductor. Frog leg winding is a combination of lap winding 
and wave winding in the same slot. All three of these methods can be used based 
on design requirements. 
The theoretical foundation of electric motors is mainly based on Fleming’s 
left-hand rule. It is claimed that whenever a current-carrying conductor is set 
inside a magnetic field, a force acts on the conductor in the direction vertical to 
both the directions of the current and the magnetic field. The magnitude of the 
force (F) acts on the conductor and can be expressed as follows: 
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝐵𝐵 (2-1) 
where I (A) is the current; l (m) is the length of the wire, and B (Wb/m2) is the 
magnetic flux density. Its vector form can be written as: 
?⃑?𝐹 = 𝐼𝐼�𝑙𝑙 × 𝐵𝐵� (2-2) 
A motor operates based on Fleming’s left-hand rule. When the current flows 
through the commutator segments to the armature conductor, it generates the 
force that spins the rotor. With the commutators switching the direction of 
current, the rotor rotates continuously, providing the output torque. 
Based on Eq. (2-1), the torque (𝜏𝜏) can be obtained by the following equation: 
𝜏𝜏 = 𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝑟𝑟 = 𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝐵𝐵 ∙ 𝑟𝑟  (2-3) 
where r is the radius of the coil. In addition, without getting into theoretical 
substance, the torque constant, Kt, is just the slope of the torque/current curve of 
a motor, and is expressed as: 
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𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 = 𝐵𝐵 ∙ 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑟𝑟 (2-4) 
Eq. (2-3) can be converted to: 
𝜏𝜏 = 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡  ∙ 𝐼𝐼 (2-5) 
As can be seen, the torque is proportional to the current. 
When applying an external force on the shaft, the electric motor turns into 
an electrical generator. Based on Fleming’s right-hand rule, the induced voltage, 
𝜀𝜀, generated in the magnetic field, B, due to a conductor moving at velocity, v, is 
thus given by: 
𝜀𝜀 = −𝐵𝐵 ∙ 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑣𝑣 (2-6) 
while the induced voltage 𝜀𝜀 and current are in the opposite direction. 
Back electromotive force (Back-EMF, Eb) is frequently used to refer to the 
voltage that occurs in electric motors when there is a relative movement between 
the armature and the magnetic field caused by the permanent magnets. Based on 
Faraday's law, the voltage, V, is proportional to the magnetic field, B, the length 
of the wire, l, in the armature, and the rotating speed, 𝜔𝜔, of the motor. Therefore, 
the Back-EMF is proportional to the rotating speed, as follows: 
𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 = 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔 (2-7) 
where KE is the Back-EMF constant. 
A commutator DC motor has a set of windings wound on an armature which 
is mounted on a rotating shaft. The shaft carries the commutator, a rotary 
electrical switch that reverses the current flow in the rotor windings when the 
shaft rotates. Thereby, every commutator DC motor has alternating current 
flowing through its windings. The current flows through brushes that contact the 
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commutator, and the brushes connect an external source of electric power to the 
rotating armature. After the armature starts to rotate, the torque becomes zero the 
moment the armature becomes horizontally aligned. At this point, the 
commutator reverses the direction of current through the coil, reversing the 
magnetic field and causing the armature to continue to rotate. 
2-2 Gear trains 
To providing a smooth transmitting rotation, gear trains are now broadly 
used in many industry categories, such as automobiles, machine tools, cranes, 
and small instruments and apparatuses. 
Both electric motors and internal combustion engines are common power 
sources. Generally, power sources can generate maximum power under high 
rotational speeds. Therefore, speed reducers are a prerequisite for general 
machines for reducing the rotational speed. 
Depending on whether the center of the gear shaft is fixed or not, gear trains 
can be divided into ordinary gear trains and planetary gear trains [128, 129]. 
Ordinary gear trains contain fixed axes, which are relative to the frame for all 
gears comprising the train. Planetary gear trains contain one or more axes 
rotating around another axis. In other words, a planetary gear train has at least 
one axis unfixed relative to the frame. As shown in Fig. 2-2(a), a planetary gear 
train consists of a ground link (member 1), a sun gear (member 2), a carrier 
(member 3), a ring gear (member 4), and a planet gear (member 5). The sun gear 
is adjacent to the planet gear with an external gear pair, while the planet gear is 
adjacent to the ring gear with an internal gear pair. The carrier is adjacent to the 
sun gear and planet gear with revolute pairs. 
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In a planetary gear train with n gears, TS, TP, and TR denote the number of 
teeth in the sun gear, the planet gear, and the ring gear, respectively. The center 
axle and main axle coincide with each other. In order to make the ring gear, sun 
gear, and the orbits of the planet gear concentric, the concentric condition must 
be as follows: 
 𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽 = 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 + 2𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 (2-8) 
 
Fig. 2-2  Planetary gear trains 
In order to maintain the workspace of the system, the planet gears are 
usually assembled symmetrically surrounding the sun gear, so the gears should 
follow the following assembly condition: 
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 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆+𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅
𝑛𝑛
= 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 (2-9) 
In order to prevent collisions between gears, there must be a space between 
them. The following conjugate condition should be followed: 
 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 2 < (𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 + 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃)𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 180°𝑛𝑛   (2-10) 
The PGT is able to operate smoothly only when the system satisfies Eqs. 
(2-8), (2-9), and (2-10). 
The purpose of kinematic design and an analysis of PGT is to determine the 
velocity ratio and the angular velocity of the PGT. In this study, the principle of a 
fundamental circuit is applied [101]. Based on the principles of relative motion, 
the relationships between gears and rotational speed are determined. The 
simultaneous solutions of all the mathematical relationships are used to define 
the velocity ratios and the angular velocities.  
A PGT has a fundamental circuit (i, j, k) in which gear i and gear j are the 
two gears incident to the gear pair, and carrier k is the transfer link. Let 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖, 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗 , 
and 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 be the angular velocities of member i, j, and k, respectively. The relative 
angular velocity of gear i to carrier k is: 
 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 − 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 (2-11) 
The relative angular velocity of gear j to carrier k is: 
 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 = 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗 − 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 (2-12) 
Furthermore, let 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 be the velocity ratio of gear i to gear j assuming that 
both gears are external gears; then, the velocity ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 is: 
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 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 = 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 (2-13) 
where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 and 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 are the number of teeth in gear i and gear j, respectively. The 
negative sign means that the two gears rotate in opposing directions. In other 
words, if gear i and gear j are an external gear and an internal gear, respectively, 
the velocity ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 becomes: 
 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 = 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = + 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 (2-14) 
where the positive sign means that the two gears rotate in the same direction. Eqs. 
(2-13) and (2-14) can be rewritten for the fundamental circuit equation as: 
 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 − 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗 − (𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 − 1)𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 = 0 (2-15) 
The velocity ratio can be obtained by Eq. (2-15). There are n independent 
fundamental circuit equations if there are n gears in a gear train. 
Fig. 2-2(b) shows a simple planetary gear train. Gear 2 is the sun gear with 
number of teeth T2 and velocity 𝜔𝜔2; gear 3 is a planet gear with number of teeth 
𝑇𝑇3 and velocity 𝜔𝜔3; gear 4 is a ring gear with number of teeth 𝑇𝑇4 and velocity 
𝜔𝜔4, and link 5 is the carrier with velocity 𝜔𝜔5. The fundamental circuit equations 
of the PGT are: 
 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣1𝜔𝜔2 − 𝜔𝜔3 + (𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣1 − 1)𝜔𝜔5 = 0 (2-16) 
 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣2𝜔𝜔4 − 𝜔𝜔3 + (𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣2 − 1)𝜔𝜔5 = 0 (2-17) 
where 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣1 = −𝑇𝑇2/𝑇𝑇3, and 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣2 = +𝑇𝑇4/𝑇𝑇3. The velocity ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 can be derived 
as follows: if gear 2 is the driving gear with known velocity, and gear 4 is fixed 
such that 𝜔𝜔4 = 0: 
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 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 = 𝜔𝜔5𝜔𝜔2 = 𝑇𝑇2𝑇𝑇2+𝑇𝑇4  (2-18) 
2-3 Integrated design concepts 
The conceptual design of integrating DC commutator motors with gear 
trains involves producing a preliminary solution with desired functions that 
satisfy both design requirements and constraints. The design requirements and 
constraints are the essential prerequisites of the design task associated with the 
novel device. This section summarizes the design requirements and constraints 
that the new design should encompass from both structural and functional 
viewpoints. Subject to the design requirements and constraints, feasible design 
concepts are developed by combining one of the planetary gear trains of the 
reducer within interior-rotor DC commutator motor. 
According to the kinematic structural characteristics of basic planetary gear 
trains, three coaxial links are designated as the input link, output link, and fixed 
link, respectively, in order to obtain a constant velocity ratio. The links must be 
connected to the rotor, output shaft, and frame of the DC commutator motor for 
the purpose of transmission. For the sake of compactness, one of the admissible 
methods is to integrate the gear components within the motor elements. In fact, 
this can be achieved by setting the gear teeth on the circumference of the rotor. 
From a functional point of view, adding gear teeth to the rotor serves not only to 
support the function of transmitting but also to improve the magnetostatic field 
of the motor. Additionally, to simplify the components as well as minimize 
manufacturing costs, the integrated design of the planetary gear train and motor 
should not contain any additional elements or mechanisms.  
By applying a PGT and a DC commutator motor as an integrated device as 
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an example, the design requirements and constraints are summarized as follows: 
R1. The fixed link of the PGT must be connected to the stator of the DC 
commutator motor. 
R2. The input link of the PGT must be connected to the rotor of the DC 
commutator motor. 
R3. The output link of the PGT must be combined with the output shaft of the 
integrated device. 
R4. The gear teeth must be integrated on the rotor of the DC commutator motor 
facing the permanent magnets.   
R5. With the exception of the PGT and the DC commutator motor, no additional 
mechanisms are employed in the integrated device.  
The design concepts should follow the design requirements mentioned 
above in order to achieve the desired functions. The design constraints are more 
flexible and can be changed according to designers’ decisions. Two design 
constraints for the integrated device are identified and summarized as follows: 
C1. Because the ring gear of the basic PGT is a fixed link, it is more suitable to 
integrate it with the stator of the DC commutator motor. 
C2. To simplify the design process, the gear teeth integrated on the rotor are the 
exterior type and on the stator, they are the interior type. 
The design requirements R1-R5 are fixed to guarantee that the results have 
the desired functions. The design constraints C1 and C2 are flexible and can be 
varied according to engineers’ decisions. From R1 to R4, the gear profiles are 
applied on the rotor of the DC commutator motor as the sun gear of the PGT. 
Based on C1, the gear profiles are applied on the stator of the DC commutator 
motor as the ring gear of the PGT. The arm of the PGT is the output shaft of the 
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integrated device. The integrated design should meet requirement R5 and 
constraint C2. Fig. 2-3 shows an exploded view of the design concept. 
 
Fig. 2-3  Integrated design concept 
For the purpose of dynamic balancing and loading capacity, there are two or 
more planet gears in a planetary gear train reducer. The design concept of 
integrated teeth with the rotor is shown in Fig. 2-4. The gear teeth integrated to 
the rotor comprise a spur gear, and the slot openings are retained for winding. 
Additionally, the distance between the addendum circle and the inner radius of 
the magnets is the width of the air gap. Because the manufacturing of the teeth 
profile is difficult, applying a stacked silicon sheet can solve this problem.  
In contrast to conventional designs, the proposed concepts have the 
following qualitative features: 
1. The integrated device eliminates the use of couplings, the gearbox casing, 
and bolts or fasteners, which makes the entire device more compact, 
lightweight, and easier to maintain. 
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2. The output shaft of the PGT and relational shaft of the motor are coaxial, 
while the balanced planet gears are also employed. This may contribute to 
better dynamic balance characteristics and reduce possible noises and 
vibration.  
3. The integrated device reduces the axial direction spaces required for 
installation. It also shrinks the length of the power flow path and decreases 
the mechanical losses that occur due to the combined components. 
4. The gear teeth integrated on the rotor act as dummy slots [77, 78] to 
effectively reduce the cogging torque and toque ripple of the motor. 
 
Fig. 2-4  Cross-section of the integrated gear teeth 
2-4 Summary 
In order to obtain innovative design configurations that meet design 
requirements, a conceptual design is an indispensable step. Investigating the 
properties of an existing design can generate new design concepts. The 
summaries of this chapter are as follows: 
1. Through theoretical studies of motors and gear trains, new design concepts 
are stimulated to provide a theoretical foundation for the integrated device. 
2. Via the analysis of existing designs, the design requirements and constraints 
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of the integrated device are summarized, thus making the integrated device 
achieve the desired functions. 
3. The design concepts of the integrated device are obtained subject to the 
design requirements and constraints. In this study, the integrated design not 
only meets the demand of power transmission but also improves motor 
characteristics. 
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Chapter 3  Design Procedure  
In this chapter, a design procedure is provided to systematically generate 
feasible integrated devices, along with the integrated design concept. [130] 
3-1 Design procedure  
The design procedure shown in Fig. 3-1 includes the following 9 steps:  
Step 1. Select one existing design to analyze the specifications and 
characteristics that meet design requirements. If no existing design is 
available, go to step 2 to list the required design specifications.  
Step 2. Summarize the design specifications of the integrated device. 
Step 3. Determine the fixed parameters of the integrated device. 
Step 4. Conceptual design of integrated devices: in this step, the creative 
mechanism design methodology is applied [114]. 
Step 5. Detailed design of the stator and rotor of the electric motor.  
Step 6. Magnetic design of the permanent-magnet rotating machines.  
Step 7. Identification and strength analysis of gear profiles. The material 
properties and scales of gears are applied to a finite-element analysis 
(FEA), where the strength of the gear profiles is evaluated to ensure the 
transmission capabilities.  
Step 8. Kinematic design of gear mechanisms. Its purpose is to determine the 
velocity ratio and the angular velocity of the gear mechanism. 
Step 9. Arrive at feasible integrated devices.  
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Fig. 3-1  Integrated design procedure 
First of all, designers can choose one existing design to analyze the 
specifications and characteristics that meet the design requirements if there is 
one existing design to use for the integrated design procedure. If not, designers 
can go direct to step 2 for a totally new design, subject to the design 
specifications. Based on the configurations of electric motors and the kinematic 
structure of gear mechanisms, the feasible design concepts are generated, and 
fundamental theories are applied, subject to the design requirements and 
constraints.  
The following two steps are intended to conclude the design specifications 
and determinate the fixed parameters of the electric motors. Designers must 
choose a proper type of electric motor. Table 3-1 lists the fixed parameters in this 
study. 
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Table 3-1  Fixed parameters 
Parameters Symbols 
 Rated speed (rpm) ωR 
 Number of phases Nph 
 Number of magnet poles P  
 Number of armature slots S  
 Air gap length (mm) g  
 Radius of shaft (mm) Rs 
 Inner radius of stator (mm) Rsi 
 Outer radius of stator (mm) Rso 
 Number of coils per armature tooth (turn) Nc 
 Stack length (mm) L  
 Rated conduct current (A) I  
 Magnet remanence (T) Br 
 Magnet relative permeability μ 
 Allowed steel flux density (T) Ba 
In an integration device design, there are lot of unknown design variables. 
To simplify the design process, designers can choose several fixed parameters 
and then design the remaining variables. In the integrated device design process, 
it is important to define the variables. Based on the specifications in step 2, the 
output torque, the rated current, the magnetic materials, and the assembly spaces 
can be fixed or can remain the same as those in the existing design. However, it is 
necessary to state that the fixed parameters can be set flexibly by designers. 
The fourth step is the conceptual design of the integrated devices. In this 
step, the creative design methodology is applied [114], and designers must 
conclude the design requirements and constraints to systematically generate 
feasible design concepts. 
The fifth step is obtaining the detailed design of the stator and the rotor of 
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the electric motor. Based on the design requirements and constraints, a detailed 
design of the rotor and the stator can be obtained. By applying the material 
properties and scales to the finite-element analysis, the strength of gear profiles 
can be evaluated to ensure transmission capabilities.  
It’s important to analyze the influences of gear profiles implemented into 
the magnetic fields as well as the transmission capabilities of magnetic materials 
in the gear mechanisms. It has been shown that gear teeth integrated on the rotor 
act as dummy slots [77, 78] to effectively reduce the cogging torque and torque 
ripple of the motor. With the aid of the FEA, the maximum stress and 
displacements under the acting torque are calculated in step 6.  
In step 6, a 1-D equivalent magnetic circuit method is applied as a tool that 
assists in the design of the magnetic field and can be used to analyze the 
performance of the integrated device. They can also be verified using a 
finite-element analysis [32, 77] to ensure that the design results concur with the 
desired design performance. The average flux density within the air-gap, which 
is expressed in terms of the magnetic material properties and motor dimensions, 
is obtained. The mathematic expression of the motor characteristics can be used 
in the optimal design process.  
When the topological structure and kinematic design of the gear 
mechanisms are obtained in steps 7 and 8, designers can obtain feasible 
integrated devices. The design methods for gear trains, gear profiles, number of 
gear teeth, and the gear strength are also introduced. Finally, a feasible integrated 
device can be determined. 
The design procedure is actually an iterative process. Designers must check 
all of the steps to comply with the listed specifications. If any step results in 
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unsuitable output performance, designers must go back to the previous step to 
revise the concept until the specification is met.    
3-2 Creative design methodology 
The purpose of this study is to synthesis all possible integrated devices with 
electric motors and gear trains to meet the design specifications, requirements, 
and constraints. In this procedure, Yan’s creative mechanism design 
methodology is modified [114], and three-link and four-link gear mechanisms 
are chosen as part of the conceptual design. 
3-2-1 Graph representations  
The use of graphs on the mechanism synthesis can simplify the complex 
structures of mechanisms and present the topological structures and kinematic 
characteristics. Table 3-2 lists the graph representations of members in gear 
trains.  
Graph representations of electric motors can simplify the integrated design 
procedure. The main components of an electric motor are the stator and the rotor. 
They can be treated as two members with a constant relative velocity that keep 
the motor rotating. Theoretically, the rotor and the stator can be assigned as 
moving members. Graphic representations of motors are provided in Table 3-3. 
For some cases with two motors working as the inputs, i.e. the design has 
two degrees of freedom, and the stators are on the same link, where there are 
two situations: the rotors are coaxial and nonaxial, as shown in Table 3-4. 
Moreover, the combinations of the types of rotors/stators and the types of 
armatures and air-gaps are represented graphically in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-2  Graphic representations of members of gear trains 
Representation Member 
 Gear pair 
 Revolute pair 
 
Revolute pair 
(triangle) 
 
Revolute pair 
(quadrangle) 
 Moving link 
 Fixed link 
 Moving internal gear 
 
Moving external 
gear 
 Fixed internal gear 
 Fixed external gear 
Table 3-3  Graph representations of members in motors 
Representation Member 
 Revolute pair 
 Rotor 
 Stator 
 
Fixed and moving 
members 
 Relative moving members 
Table 3-4  Graph representations of members with two inputs 
Representation Member 
 Coaxial 
 Nonaxial 
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Table 3-5  Graphic representations of armature direction and air-gap direction 
Armature 
direction 
Air-gap direction 
Radial Axial 
Radial 
I-Cr-Gr E-Cr-Gr
Cr
Cr
-
-
Gr
Gr
Cr
Cr
-
-
Gr
Gr
 
A-Cr-Ga
Cr
Cr
-
-
Ga
Ga
 
Axial 
I-Ca-Gr E-Ca-Gr
Ca
Ca
-
-
Gr
Gr
Ca
Ca
-
-
Gr
Gr
 
A-Ca-Ga
Ca
Ca
-
-
Ga
Ga
 
 
3-2-2 Creative design methodology 
The conceptual design of integrated devices must be resolved to meet the 
design specifications. In this step, designers must complete the design 
requirements and constraints for the design concept. To generate design 
concepts systematically, the creative design methodology is applied. The design 
procedure is shown in Fig. 3-2. Through analyzing the structure of the target 
device mechanism, the structural characteristics are derived, including the 
number of members and joints in the device. The second step is to identify the 
atlas of generalized chains subject to arriving at the structural characteristics by 
applying the number synthesis algorithm. Assigning specific types of members 
and joints in the atlas of generalized chains, subject to the required design 
constraints, is called specialization. The last step is to obtain all feasible designs 
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from the specialized chains with particular identities, according to the motion 
and functional requirements of the device.  
2. Atlas of generalized 
gear trains
3. Atlas of integrated devices 
4. Atlas of feasible 
integrated devices
5. Atlas of new 
integrated devices
Motor structure
Design
requirements &    
constraints
Redundant links
Rotor type
Gear ratio
Gear type
Magnetic type
Existing designs
1. An existing design
Topological 
characteristics
 
Fig. 3-2 Creative design methodology 
Step 1: Analyze the existing design 
First of all, designers can choose an existing design to arrive at the design 
requirements and constraints. If there is no existing design, designers can go 
direct to step 2 for a totally new design that conforms with the design 
specifications. For an existing AC motor, there are no design requirements, for 
which the design constraints are listed as follows:  
C1. The output link must not be the fixed link. 
C2. The fixed link and the output link must be connected by a revolute pair or 
polygonal revolute pair.  
C3. The stator and the rotor must not be assigned to the fixed link and the 
output link at the same time. 
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C4. The stator and the rotor must be connected by a revolute pair or a 
polygonal revolute pair. 
C5. The stator should be assigned as the fixed link.  
C6. Only internal rotors are used.  
C7. The number of teeth should be integer multiple of the number of slots. 
The teeth root should be removed as the slot openings to wind the coil 
windings for automatic manufacturing purpose.  
C8. The radius of the addendum/dedendum circle of the gear profiles should 
be the same as or close to the radius of the rotor/stator to maintain the 
radius of the air-gap. 
C9. The widely used AGMA standard 20˚ pressure angle involute spur gear 
profile is used.  
C10. The commonly used JIS B 1701 gear modulus is selected.  
Step 2: Atlas of feasible gear trains  
In this step, all the atlases of gear trains that meet the design requirements 
and constraints are synthesized. Each member is labeled, and the fixed link and 
output link for the gear trains are assigned. To synthesize all possible atlases of 
gear trains, the fixed link and output link must be assigned in the first step. 
Based on design constraints C1 and C2, there is only 1 graph that meets the 
design constraints for a three-link gear train and 3 graphs that meet the design 
constraints for a four-link gear train, as shown in Fig. 3-3. After labeling each 
member and assigning the fixed link and output link, there are 2 atlases of 
feasible three-link gear trains, as shown in Fig. 3-4. 
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Fig. 3-3  Graphs of (a) three-link and (b) four-link gear trains 
 
Fig. 3-4  Atlas of feasible three-link gear trains 
Step 3: Atlas of integrated devices 
In this step, the rotor and the stator of the motor are assigned to obtain the 
atlas of the integrated design that complies with the design requirements and 
constraints. 
Based on the characteristics of AC motors, the design constraints of the rotor 
and stator assignment are C3 and C4. An AC induction motor is an 
asynchronous motor, so the electric current in the rotor must produce torque that 
is obtained by electromagnetic induction from the magnetic field of the stator 
winding. The rotor and the stator have a constant relative velocity to keep the 
motor rotating. Theoretically, the rotor and the stator can be assigned as moving 
members, and then the output angular velocity will be defined by their relative 
velocity. To avoid any unpredictable effects and to simplify the design, 
constraint C5 should be considered. There is only one result for the three-link 
gear train that meets the design constraints, as shown in Fig. 3-5. 
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Fig. 3-5  Atlas of feasible three-link integrated device 
Step 4: Atlas of feasible integrated devices 
In this step, all the atlases of integrated design are analyzed to remove the 
redundant links, and the internal gears are assigned to analyze the gear ratio. By 
removing all the incompatible integrated devices, the atlases of feasible 
integrated devices are obtained. For three-link gear trains, there is only one 
fundamental loop with three members. There are no redundant links in 
three-link gear trains.  
Step 5: Atlas of new integrated devices 
By assigning the type of rotor and the type of armature, along with 
removing the existing designs, the atlas of new integrated devices is obtained. In 
this study, most AC induction motors use internal rotors, and this yields the 
constraint C6.  
By following the design procedure, the three-link gear mechanism results in 
one feasible new design concept, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (a), and the four-link gear 
mechanism has six feasible new design concepts, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (b)-(g).  
3-3 Summary 
For the integrated device, the integrated design procedure is important. A 
summary of the procedure is as follows: 
1. A design procedure is introduced to generate integrated devices 
systematically, along with the integrated design concept. 
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2. The use of graphs for the mechanism synthesis can simplify the 
complex structures of mechanisms and present the topological 
structures and kinematic characteristics clearly. 
Yan’s creative mechanism design methodology is applied in this chapter. 
The three-link gear mechanism results in one feasible new design concept, and 
the four-link gear mechanism results in six feasible new design concepts. 
2(o)
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1
2 (o)
1
3
4
1
3
4
2(o)
4
3
1
2 (o)
4
1
2(o)
3
4
3(o)
2
1
4
3(o)
2
1
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g)  
Fig. 3-6  Atlases of feasible integrated AC induction motor with three-link and 
four-link gear trains 
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Chapter 4  Magnetostatics Analysis     
   In order to predict the motor performance before fabricating a physical 
prototype, the magnetic field analysis of an electric motor is a major concern for 
motor designers. In general, there are two major approaches for the magnetic 
field approximations: the equivalent magnetic circuit analysis and the FEA [29]. 
There are two typical types of equivalent magnetic analysis methods, including 
one-dimensional (1-D) [32] and two-dimensional (2-D) [131, 132] methods. The 
1-D equivalent magnetic circuit method with lumped circuit parameters is a 
suitable, fast tool for the preliminary design of an electric motor. However, it is 
not possible to analytically express the distribution of the flux density within the 
air-gap. The 2-D equivalent magnetic method is based on a 2-D magnetic field 
and is used to investigate the influence of design parameters, including the 
direction of magnetization, the number of magnet poles, the magnet arc angle, 
etc., on the amount of magnetic flux and the flux density distribution, which 
affects the electromagnetic torque of an electric motor. In addition to analytical 
techniques, numerical methods for magnetic field computation, such as the 
finite-difference method, the boundary-element method, and the finite-element 
method, also provide accurate means of determining the flux density 
distribution.  
4-1 1-D method 
The 1-D equivalent magnetic circuit method is an analytical technique used 
to predict the open-circuit magnetostatic field of electric motors. The magnetic 
model can account for the leakage flux paths around the magnets [32].  
A linear translational model of a DC commutator motor is shown in Fig. 
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4-1. By observing the model, it can be seen that all the fluxes are provided by 
the permanent magnets. The fluxes can be divided into the air gap flux Φg and 
the leakage flux. The air gap fluxΦg is the main source for an electric motor. 
The fluxes go through the air gap and connect to the coil windings to provide 
the main magnetic force for the electromagnetic reaction. The other fluxes that 
don’t connect with the coil windings are leakage fluxes. In general, the leakage 
fluxes can be divided into a magnet to rotor flux Φmr and a magnet to magnet 
flux Φmm. The leakage flux is one of the important specifications by which to 
predict the average flux density and the output torque of electric motors.  
 
Fig. 4-1  Topology of the linear translational motor 
To simplify the analytical model, there are three assumptions as follows:  
1. There is no saturation in the steel region. 
2. The magnetic intensity produced by the windings is negligible. 
3. The stator and rotor back iron have infinite permeability. 
Based on the concept of the Norton equivalent circuit, the permanent 
magnet can be treated as a power source parallel to an inner reluctant. Similar to 
the Ohm’s law in an electric circuit analysis, the equivalent magnetic circuit 
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model of a PM electric motor is shown in Fig. 4-2. This equivalent magnetic 
circuit is combined with two 1/2 PM models, one 1/2 rotor, and the stator. The 
Φr/2 is the flux source; the Φg/2 is the air-gap flux; the Φm/2 is the flux that 
goes through the magnet; the Rr and Rs are the reluctant of the rotor and stator; 
Rg is the air gap reluctant; Rmo is the inner reluctant of the magnet, and Rmm and 
Rmr are the reluctant model of magnet to rotor flux and magnet to magnet flux, 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 4-2  Equivalent magnetic circuit  
   The Rr and Rs equal 0 by the assumption, and the circuit can be simplified 
as shown in Fig 4-3. By applying the concept of the Norton equivalent, the 
simplest circuit can be determined as shown in Fig. 4-4. 
The Rm can be derived as: 
 
1 2 4
mo
m
RR
η λ
=
+ +
 (4-1) 
where  
 /mo mrR Rη =  (4-2) 
 /mo mmR Rλ =  (4-3) 
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Fig. 4-3  Simplified circuit  
 
Fig. 4-4  Simplest circuit 
The relationship of Φg is: 
 
(1 2 4 )
m r mo
g r
m g mo g
R R
R R R R η λ
Φ
Φ = = Φ
+ + + +
 (4-4) 
Φm is :     
 
(2 4 )
(1 2 4 )
mo g
m r
mo g
R R
R R
η λ
η λ
+ +
Φ = Φ
+ + +
 (4-5) 
and Φr is : 
   
 
r m rA BΦ =  (4-6)
 
where Am is the cross-section area the flux passed, and Br is the residual flux 
density.  
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By taking the air-gap flux, magnet-to-magnet leakage flux, and 
magnet-to-stator leakage flux into account, the equivalent magnetic circuit of 
the flux loop can be set up, and the average flux density within the air-gap Bg,ave 
is obtained [32] as: 
 ,
/
1 ( / )(1 2 4 )
m g
g ave r
g mo
A A
B B
R R η λ
=
+ + +  (4-7) 
where Am/ Ag is the ratio of the flux passing area of the magnet to that of the 
air-gap; Br is the magnet residual flux density; Rg is the reluctance of a magnet; 
η is the reluctance ratio of a magnet pole to the magnet-to-rotor leakage flux, 
and λ is the reluctance ratio of a magnet pole to the magnet-to-magnet 
leakage flux. These factors can be further expressed in terms of magnetic 
material properties and motor dimensions as follows: 
 
m mA Lτ=  (4-8)
 
 
( )g m fA Lτ τ= +  (4-9)
 0
m
mo
r m
lR
Am m
=  (4-10)
 min( , / 2)ln 1 e fm
r m m
gl
l
π τ
η
m πτ
 
= + 
 
 (4-11)
 0
ln 1m e
m f
l gπλ
m πτ τ
 
= +  
 
 (4-12)
 
 
e cg K g=  (4-13)
 
where L is the stack length; τm is the magnet width; τf is the length of two 
magnets; lm is the magnet height; μr is the relative permeability of the magnet; 
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Kc is the Carter’s coefficient [29], which is obtained to model the permeance in 
the presence of slotting and gear-teeth, and ge is the effective air-gap length. 
Substituting Eqs. (4-8)-(4-13) into Eq.(4-7), the average air-gap flux density of 
a DC commutator motor can be obtained.  
Fig. 4-5 shows the cross-section and geometric parameters of an existing DC 
commutator motor as the benchmark in this study [20]. The corresponding 
values of the magnet properties and geometrical dimensions are listed in Table 
3-1, and the analytical results based on the 1-D equivalent magnetic circuit 
method are listed in Table 3-2. The AGMA stub gear-teeth with a 20˚ pressure 
angle and 56 teeth are integrated uniformly on the rotor. The result shows that 
by applying the Carter’s coefficient to obtain the effective air-gap, designers can 
more easily analyze the effect of gear-teeth on the average air-gap flux density. 
 
Fig. 4-5  Geometric parameters of a DC commutator motor 
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Fig. 4-6  Linear translation of coil windings 
Table 4-1  Specifications of a DC commutator motor 
Items Symbols Values 
Number of phases Nph 1 
Number of magnet poles P 2 
Number of armature slots S 8 
Air gap length (mm) g 0.5 
Radius of shaft (mm) Rshaft 1.5 
Inner radius of rotor (mm) Rri 4.25 
Radius of rotor shoe (mm) Rrs 10.25 
Outer radius of rotor (mm) Rro 11.5 
Inner radius of stator (mm) Rsi 17 
Outer radius of stator (mm) Rso 19 
Tooth width of rotor (mm) Wtb 2.2 
Number of coils per armature tooth (turn) Nc 60 
Stack length (mm) L 16 
Rated conduct current (A) I 2 
 Remanence (T) Br 0.12 
 Relative permeability μr 0.9645 
 Magnet thickness (mm) lm 5 
 Magnet arc(degree) θm 135 
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Table 4-2  Results of the 1-D equivalent magnetic circuit method 
Items Symbols Existing Gear-teeth 
Magnet width (mm) τm 68.330 
Length of two adjacent magnets 
(mm) 
τf  22.777 
Effective air gap length (mm) ge 0.951 1.7 
Reluctance ratio of a magnet pole to 
the magnet-to-stator leakage flux 
η 0.0113 0.0172 
Reluctance ratio of a magnet pole to 
the magnet-to-magnet leakage flux 
λ 0.003 0.005 
Average magnetic flux densities 
within the air gap (T) 
Bg,ave(T) 0.076 0.068 
4-2 2-D method 
For the 2-D equivalent magnetic circuit method, a DC commutator motor is 
separated into a number of nodes to form an equivalent circuit. Since the 
magnetostatic field generated by permanent magnets is symmetrical, motor 
designers do not need to analyze the entire magnetic field of an electric motor 
[132]. However, if there are obvious slot structures on the motor rotor, especially 
if the slot-pole ratio is a fraction, designers must analyze at least one pole pair in 
order to avoid possible errors. In general, a DC commutator motor can be 
divided into five main parts in the radial direction: the rotor irons, the rotor teeth, 
the air-gap, the permanent magnets, and the stator irons. Then, the motor is 
divided into N parts in the circumferential direction, i.e., there are 5N nodes in 
the motor, as shown in Fig. 4-7. The accuracy of the simulation result is directly 
proportional to the number of nodes. 
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Fig. 4-7  Division of a DC commutator motor 
In the analysis process, the motor scales and the characteristics of magnetic 
materials should be specified in order to obtain the permeance and 
magnetomotive force of each node. Basically, the permeance is the reciprocal of 
reluctance, which can be expressed as: 
 
0 r
l lR
A Am m m
= =  (4-14) 
where μ is the permeanbility of the magnetic material; μ0 is the permeanbility of 
vacuum; μr is the relative permeanbility of the magnetic material; l is the length 
of the magnetic material, and A is the cross section of the magnetic material. The 
permeance in circumferential direction, Q, and radial direction, P, as shown in 
Fig. 4-8 can be expressed as [110]: 
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LdxdQ
r x
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+
 (4-15) 
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 01
ln(1 )
r m
m
i
LP lR
r
m m θ
= =
+
 (4-19) 
where θm is the arc angle of the magnetic material; lm is the thickness of the 
magnetic material; ri is the inner radius of the magnetic material, and L is the 
length of the magnet in the axial direction.  
 
Fig. 4-8  The permeance in the circumferential and radial directions 
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The magnetomotive force E of a linear demagnetization magnet is: 
 rc
BE H l l
m
= ⋅ = ⋅  (4-20)
where Hc is the coercivity of the magnet. In addition, the magnetomotive force 
in the radial direction, Ei,j, and the circumferential direction, Fi,j, can be 
expressed as: 
 , [ cos ]2
m
i j c i
lE H θ= ⋅ ⋅  (4-21) 
 , [ sin ]i j f c iF l H θ= ⋅ ⋅  (4-22) 
Since the sum of magnetic fluxes flowing into a node is equal to the sum of 
magnetic fluxes flowing out of that node, as shown in Fig. 4-9, the following 
equations can be obtained: 
 1, 1, , 1 , 1 0i j i j i j i jφ φ φ φ− + − ++ + + =  (4-23) 
 1, 1, 1, , 1,( )i j i j i j i j i jQ U U Fφ − − − −= ⋅ − +  (4-24) 
 1, , 1, , ,( )i j i j i j i j i jQ U U Fφ + += ⋅ − −  (4-25) 
 , 1 , 1 , 1 , , 1( )i j i j i j i j i jP U U Eφ − − − −= ⋅ − −  (4-26) 
 , 1 , , 1 , ,( )i j i j i j i j i jP U U Eφ + += ⋅ − +  (4-27) 
where ∅𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is the flux flowing into the node, and Ui,j presents the magnetic 
potential of a node. Substituting Eqs.(4-24)-(4-27) into Eq.(4-23) yields: 
 1, 1, , 1, , 1, , ,
, 1 , 1 , , 1 , , 1 , ,
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0
i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j
i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j
Q U U F Q U U F
P U U E P U U E
− − − +
− − − +
⋅ − + + ⋅ − − +
⋅ − − + ⋅ − + =
 (4-28) 
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Fig. 4-9  The concept of fluxes flowing into a node 
From Eq.(4-28), designers can obtain 5N linear equations with 5N 
unknowns of the magnetic potential. For example, Fig. 4-10 shows a 3x3 
equivalent magnetic circuit net with only magnetomotive force in the radial 
direction, which means the magnets are axially magnetized.  
 
Fig. 4-10  A 3x3 equivalent magnetic circuit net 
By applying Eq.(4-28) into the model, the linear equation can be obtained in 
the form AX=B, and the coefficient matrices can be written as: 
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1,1 1,1 1,1
1,2 1,1 1,1 1,2 1,2
1,3 1,2 1,2
2,1 2,1 2,1
2,2 2,1 2,1 2,2 2,2
2,3 2,2 2,2
3,1 3,13,1
3,1 3,1 3,2 3,23,2
3,2 3,23,3
,
U P E
U P E P E
U P E
U P E
U P E P EX B
U P E
P EU
P E P EU
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   −   
   
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
 (4-29) 
1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1
1,1 1,2
1,1 1,2 1,2
1,2
1,2 1,2 1,3 1,3
1,1 2,1
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2,1
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1,2 2,1 2,2 2,2
2,2 2,2
1,3 2,2
1,3 2,2 2,3
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2,1 2,1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0
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P P QQ
P P Q Q
Q Q
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Q P
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0 0 0 0 0 0
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−
− −
−
− −
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 
 
 
 
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 
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 
 
 
  
 (4-30) 
where the X matrix represents the unknown magnetic potentials of each node; the 
B matrix represents the relationship of magnetomotive force and permeance 
between each node, and the A matrix represents the permeance relationship 
between the nodes. The general form of Eq.(4-28) can be written as: 
 
1,1 1,1 1,1
1,2
, 2 , 2
, 1 , 2 , 2 , 1 , 1
, , 1 , 1
, i j i j
i j i j i j i j i j
i j i j i j
U P E
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U P E P E
U P E
− −
− − − − −
− −
−   
   
   
−   = =
   −   
      

  (4-31) 
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By observing Eq.(4-30), matrix A is a symmetric matrix. The upper triangle 
and lower triangle elements are the circumferential and radial direction 
permeance positions related to all the nodes. The summation of each row/column 
is equal to zero, which represents the Kirchhoff's circuit law, and the diagonal 
elements can be obtained. The general form of matrix A depends on the main 
parts separated by designers. In this study, Carter’s coefficient [29] is applied to 
model the permeance in the presence of a slot and gear-teeth space. 
By solving the linear equations of the model, designers can obtain the 
magnetic potentials of all the nodes. Substituting all the magnetic potentials into 
Eqs.(4-24)-(4-27), the magnetic flux in any node and the flux density at any 
region can be determined, as shown in Fig. 4-11. In this case, the number of 
nodes is set at 6000, and the convergence is verified.  
 
Fig. 4-11  Flux density comparison of the FEA result and the 2-D method 
4-3 FEA method   
The finite-element analysis method is widely employed not only for a 
variety of physical problems but also in the simulation of electromagnetic field 
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analyses. There are a number of related software packages that can be used: 
Ansys/Maxwell, Flux, IES, Magnet, etc. These software packages allow motor 
designers to build a motor through a simple model of the electromagnetic field 
by setting the parameters. Moreover, the desired physical quantities with a 
specific level of accuracy can be obtained without understanding the FEA 
method or electromagnetic theory. The principle of the FEA method is to cut a 
continuous physical field into many small elements with meshes and to provide 
an approximate solution for each mesh. Finally, the result is calculated by 
superposition. In order to get a more accurate result, the number of meshes in 
the physical field is required. However, a greater number of meshes leads to a 
slower solution speed. This is a shortcoming of the FEA method. 
ANSYS/Maxwell is employed in this study. This electromagnetic field 
simulation software is used for engineering tasks related to designing and 
analyzing a 2-D or 3-D electromagnetic field, which contain a number of 
models, including magnetostatic, transient, eddy current, etc. To solve the 
problem of a magnetostatic field with a variety of sources, the magnetostatic 
analysis model is applied in order to obtain important physical quantities, such 
as magnetic flux, flux densities, output torque, etc. In the case of an 
axisymmetric motor, the 2-D magnetic field is considered.  
The main concept of solving the magnetostatic field according to Ampère's 
law is:  
 H J∇× =
 
 (4-32) 
where 𝐽𝐽 is the current density, and 𝐻𝐻�⃑  is the magnetic field intensity. While 
𝐻𝐻�⃑ = 𝐵𝐵�⃑ /𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝜇𝜇0, after substituting the value, Eq. (4-29) can be rewritten as: 
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B J
m m
∇× =

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 (4-33) 
where 𝐵𝐵�⃑  is the magnetic flux density; 𝜇𝜇0 is the permeability of free space, 
and 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟 is the relative permeability of the material. Furthermore, Ampère's law 
implies that: 
 0B∇⋅ =

 (4-34) 
Therefore, the basic equation can be derived as follows after substituting the 
value 𝐵𝐵�⃑ = 𝛻𝛻 × 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝����⃑  to Eq. (4-32): 
 
0
p
r
A
J
m m
∇×
∇× =


 (4-35) 
where 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝����⃑  is the magnetic potential energy. The magnetic flux and flux 
densities can be obtained by solving the above equations. 
Fig. 4-12 shows the mesh model with the specifications of a DC 
commutator motor, as listed in Table 4-1. In addition, the silicon steel is type 
50CS1300 made by the China Steel Corporation, for which the B-H curve is 
shown in Fig. 4-13 [133]. 
Fig. 4-14 shows a simulation result of flux linkage, where the cycles are 
360°, and the phase difference of each set of the coil is 45°. Fig. 4-15 shows 
the first derivative of the flux linkage waveforms, which means that a change 
occurred in the amount of flux linkage at different rotor positions, where the 
cycles are also 360°.  
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Fig. 4-12  Mesh model  
   
Fig. 4-13  B-H curve of silicon steel type 50CS1300 [133] 
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Fig. 4-14  Flux linkage result   
 
Fig. 4-15  The first derivative of the flux linkage result  
Fig. 4-16 shows the magnetic flux density distribution of the existing motor, 
which reveals the maximum magnetic flux density to be around 1.27T. Since the 
saturation flux of the material is 1.6 T, the motor has no magnetic saturation. 
Fig. 4-17 shows the average air-gap flux density of the existing motor, in 
which the average air-gap flux density is 0.0948T. The opening arc of the 
magnets is 135°, which causes these peaks to become zero. Moreover, decreases 
and oscillations in the flux density are created by the slot openings. 
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Fig. 4-18 shows the output torque waveforms of the existing motor, in 
which the average torque is 0.12 kg-cm, and the torque ripple is 16.97%. The 
torque ripple is defined as: 
 max(torque) min(torque)Torque ripple 100%
avarage torque
−
= ×  (4-36) 
The torque waveforms are provided by 8 sets of coils, in which the cycles 
are 45°. In particular, through the first derivative of the flux linkage waveforms, 
the trend of the torque can be seen. Theoretically, the oscillations are relatively 
small due to the shorter cycle and appropriate design of the slots and winding 
ways. 
Generally, FEM is considered to provide the most accurate results. As long 
as the mesh is cut properly, and the number of meshes is great enough, accurate 
results are achievable. However, the processing time of FEM is usually longer 
than is the case using other methods. In this case, completing the analysis takes 
about an hour using an Intel i7 CPU PC. 
In order to make a quantitative comparison with the analytical results, an 
FEA is applied to assist in numerically calculating the magnetostatic field of a 
DC commutator motor. In this study, the ANSYS/Maxwell 2D field simulator is 
employed for the field analysis. Fig. 4-11 shows the distribution of the air-gap 
flux density of the FEA results of the integrated device and existing design 
compared with the 2-D method. The average value of the air-gap flux density 
from 0 to 180 degrees is 0.0736T and 0.0948T with parallel and axial 
magnetization-type permanent magnets, respectively. 
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Fig. 4-16  Magnetic flux density distribution 
 
Fig. 4-17  Average air-gap flux density 
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Fig. 4-18  Output torque waveform 
The major differences between the 1-D and 2-D equivalent magnetic circuit 
methods is that the 1-D method only shows the average value of the air-gap flux 
density, and the 2-D method illustrates the distribution of the air-gap flux density. 
In addition, the magnetization of the permanent magnet can be treated only as the 
parallel magnetization type when using the 1-D method. However, the 2-D 
method deals with not only parallel and radial magnetization types, but also 
other magnetization types, such as a Halbach array. For motor designers, the 2-D 
equivalent magnetic circuit method can obtain more information about the 
magnetic field, especially the detailed changes in the motor dimensions and 
permanent magnet properties. 
By comparing the analytical results with the FEA results, the differences in 
the air-gap flux density are 3.21% and 3.06% for the 1-D and 2-D methods, 
respectively. For the air-gap flux density waveform, the difference between the 
2-D equivalent magnetic circuit method and the FEA is due to the slot and 
gear-teeth effect. The 1-D and 2-D equivalent magnetic circuit methods provide 
fast and accurate results related to designing and analyzing the electric 
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characteristics of electric motors, and the FEA provides more accurate results for 
detailed designs.  
4-4 Optimal design  
For motor designers, there are lots of design variables to be chosen for 
designing a motor. Optimal design provides an approach for designers to get 
better design configurations with appropriate design models. The equivalent 
magnetic circuit method mentioned above is related to the field distribution, 
magnetic material properties, and machine dimensions, which can act as the 
mathematical model of the motors in the optimal design method, and the main 
motor dimensions can be obtained. 
Since the torque is greatly affected by the flux density produced by the 
magnets, the air-gap density is chosen as the objective function and the design 
constraint is identical volume of the permanent magnets. And, the mathematical 
expression is:  
 
1
min( max(flux desity of the air gap))
subject to : volumes of magnets remain the sameh
−
  (4-37) 
Substituting Eqs.(4-24)-(4-27) into Eq.(4-37), designers can set the 
variables with the arc and width of the permanent magnets. There is another 
constraint to remain the original inner radius of the stator to make the least 
change. And, the initial values of permanent magnet arc can be any value 
between 0 to 180 degrees.  
Using the gradient method to solve the optimal problem, the detail motor 
dimensions are easily found. For a nonlinear problem, the optimal equation can 
be expressed as: 
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( ) 0
( ) 0
min ( ),  such that 
x
c x
ceq x
f x A x b
Aeq x beq
lb x ub
≤
 = ⋅ ≤
 ⋅ =

≤ ≤
 (4-38)  
where b and beq are vectors, A and Aeq are matrices, c(x) and ceq(x) are 
functions that return vectors, and f(x) is a function that returns a scalar.   
The variable expressions are: 
 
3
3
17 10
(1) 10
(2)
mt
mt
R
r x
arc x
−
−
= ×
= ×
=   (4-39) 
where x(1) and x(2) are the inner radius and the opening arc of the permanent 
magnets. The nonlinear constraint can be expressed as: 
 2 2 0mt mt magnetR arc r arc V× − × − =  (4-40)
 
After elapsing 30921.02 seconds (8.59 hours), the optimal results are 
shown in Table 4-3 and Fig. 4-19. The result shows that the original design is the 
optimal one. 
Table 4-3  Results of optimal design 
 
Radius of magnet(mm) Opening arc(°) 
Original design 12 135 
Optimal design 11.99 134.66 
Difference 0.125% 0.25 % 
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Fig. 4-19  Flux densities of the optimal design 
4-5 Summary 
A summary of this chapter is as follows: 
1. The 1-D and 2-D equivalent magnetic circuit methods used to analyze the 
magnetostatic field of a DC commutator motor are applied and verified 
using the FEA.   
2. The Carter’s coefficient is obtained to model the permeance in the presence 
of slotting and gear-teeth.  
3. By comparing the analytical results with the FEA results, the differences in 
the air-gap flux density are found to be 3.21% and 3.06% for the 1-D and 
2-D methods, respectively.  
4. The major difference between these two methods is that the 1-D method 
only shows the average air-gap flux density; however, the 2-D method 
presents the distribution of the air-gap flux density.  
5. The flux linkages, the first derivative of the flux linkage, cogging torques, 
electromagnetic torques, and torque ripples of two sets of gear-teeth 
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integrated on the rotor are analyzed to verify the effects of gear profiles.  
6. The result shows that gear-teeth integrated on the motor can act as dummy 
slots, which was found to reduce the cogging torque and torque ripple by 
92.02% and 50.14 %, respectively. 
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Chapter 5. Gear Train Design 
The overall design concept of this work involves adding teeth to the rotor as 
the sun gear of the PGT as the input. On the account of geometric restrictions, the 
teeth design is a non-negligible part of the design. It is important to analyze the 
transmission capabilities of the magnetic materials in the gear mechanisms. The 
design methods for the gear train, gear profiles, number of gear teeth, and the 
gear strength are introduced in this chapter. 
5-1 Gear teeth design 
In the design process, both of the number of poles, P, and slots, S, of the 
DC commutator motor are fixed parameters, while the design parameter is the 
number of teeth. Accordingly, the design constraints regarding the number of 
teeth are as follows: 
1. The number of teeth should be an integer multiple of the number of slots. Due 
to the manufacturing process, there should be slot openings on the rotor to 
wind the coil windings. The designer thus must remove the teeth roots to 
form the slot openings. The number of slots is set as a fixed parameter, and 
the number of teeth should be an integer multiple of the number of slots. 
2.  The radius of the addendum circle of the gear profiles should be the same as 
or close to the radius of the rotor. The air-gap length is an important design 
variable that can affect the output performance of the motor. To maintain the 
radius of the air-gap, the radius of the addendum circle of the gear profiles 
should be the same as or close to that of the rotor. 
3. The widely used AGMA standard 20˚ pressure angle involute spur gear 
profile is used to simplify the manufacturing process. Table 5-1 lists the 
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standard ratios of metric involute gear teeth. 
Table 5-1 S tandard ratios of metric involute gear teeth 
Addendum 0.8000 m 
Dedendum 1.0000 m 
Clearance 0.2000 m 
Work depth 1.6000 m 
Whole depth 1.8000 m 
Tooth thickness 1.5708 m 
4. The commonly used JIS B 1701 gear modulus is selected and listed in Table 
5-2.  
Table 5-2  Standard modulus of involute gears 
JIS Standard Value of Module 
Series1 Series2 Series3 Series1 Series2 Series3 
-- 0.15 -- 2.5 2.75 -- 
0.2 0.25 -- 3.0 -- 3.25 
0.3 0.35 -- -- 3.5 3.75 
0.4 0.45 -- 4 4.5 -- 
0.5 0.55 0.65 5 5.5 -- 
0.6 0.7 -- 6 -- 6.5 
-- 0.75 -- -- 7 -- 
0.8 0.9 -- 8 9 -- 
1.0 -- -- 10 11 -- 
1.25 -- -- 12 14 -- 
1.5 1.75 -- 16 18 -- 
2.0 2.25 -- 20 22 -- 
The stator also must conform to the design constraints. The radius of the 
dedendum circle of gear profiles cannot be larger than the outer radius of the 
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stator. The stator acts as the ring gear and the frame of the integrated design. The 
gear profiles that are integrated on the stator are of the interior type. If the radius 
of the dedendum circle is larger than the outer radius of the stator, the gear 
profiles will be incomplete.  
Based on the above constraints, an AGMA standard 20˚ pressure angle 
involute spur gear profile with module 0.4 and 56 teeth is applied to the rotor, 
and the same gear profile with 82 teeth is applied to the stator. The diameters of 
the addendum circles are provided in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3  Diameter of the addendum circles 
 
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 
0.2 1.92 3.52 5.12 6.72 8.32 9.92 11.52 13.12 14.72 
0.3 2.88 5.28 7.68 10.08 12.48 14.88 17.28 19.68 22.08 
0.4 3.84 7.04 10.24 13.44 16.64 19.84 23.04 26.24 29.44 
0.5 4.8 8.8 12.8 16.8 20.8 24.8 28.8 32.8 36.8 
0.6 5.76 10.56 15.36 20.16 24.96 29.76 34.56 39.36 44.16 
0.8 7.68 14.08 20.48 26.88 33.28 39.68 46.08 52.48 58.88 
1 9.6 17.6 25.6 33.6 41.6 49.6 57.6 65.6 73.6 
1.25 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 
1.5 14.4 26.4 38.4 50.4 62.4 74.4 86.4 98.4 110.4 
2 19.2 35.2 51.2 67.2 83.2 99.2 115.2 131.2 147.2 
5-2 Speed ratio design 
A simple PGT with two degrees of freedom requires two independent inputs. 
For the simple PGT shown in Fig. 2-3, after identifying the input link, the output 
link and the fixed link, there are 6 different combinations, as listed in Table 5-4.  
It is known that different speed ratios can be generated by different settings 
based on Table 5-4. In this table, Case 1, Case 4, and Case 6 can produce speed 
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acceleration, while Case 2, Case 3, and Case 5 can produce speed reduction. 
Furthermore, Case 3 is a PGT with a fixed carrier, which causes it to degenerate 
into an ordinary gear train and operate in the opposite direction. Table 5-4 
reveals that Case 5 is the most efficient reduction among these six combinations. 
Table 5-4  Combinations of a simple PGT 
Case Fixed link Input link Output link Speed ratio Range 
1 Sun gear Arm Ring gear (T2+T4)/T4 SR>1 
2 Sun gear Ring gear Arm T4/(T2+T4) SR<1 
3 Arm Sun gear Ring gear -T2/T4 |SR|<1 
4 Arm Ring gear Sun gear -T4/T2 |SR|>1 
5 Ring gear Sun gear Arm T2/(T2+T4) SR<1 
6 Ring gear Arm Sun gear (T2+T4)/T2 SR>1 
*SR=Speed ratio = output/input 
An existing 2-pole/8-slot DC commutator motor and a two-stage reduction 
PGT (Fig. 5-1) consists of a sun gear (member 2), a sun gear integrated with a 
carrier (member 4), two ring gears with the same number of teeth (member 1’ 
and 1’’) , two sets of planet gears (members 3 and 5), and the output shaft 
(member 6). Each of members 3 and 5 employs three planet gears to mesh with 
the ring gear for the purpose of providing better balancing of gear tooth loads 
and inertia forces. The number of teeth of member 2 is 56; the number of teeth 
of members 1’ and 1’’ are set as 82 in step 5. Planet gear member 3 has 13 teeth 
by applying the geometric constraint. The velocity ratio of the output shaft and 
the input sun gear for the first stage PGT is 0.406. If the required velocity ratio 
is 0.08, the designer can apply the simple PGT unit series to achieve the 
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required velocity ratio as follows:  
 7 2 4
2 2 1' 4 1"
v
T Tr
T T T T
ω
ω
= = ×
+ +
 (5-1) 
where T1’ = T1’’ is 82 teeth; T2 is 56 teeth, and T4 is 20 teeth, and this is the 
integer solution of the second stage sun gear. The velocity ratio is 0.0796. The 
planet gear of the second stage PGT T5 can be derived as 31 teeth.  
 
Fig. 5-1  A two-stage planetary gear train 
5-3 Strength analysis of gear profiles 
The design concept involves integrating the gear profiles on the rotor of a 
DC commutator motor as the sun gear of the PGT. The iron core is stacked using 
a silicon steel sheet, and it is hollow so as to leave the winding space. In the gear 
view, it is a hollow spur gear. It is also important to analyze the strength of gear 
profiles that may be capable of torque transmission to avoid a failure situation. 
The force acting on the gear during the torque transmission process can be 
determined. In the torque transmission process, the force acts along the line of 
action. If the force is Fp, and the base circle velocity is Vb, the power Hp can be 
determined as: 
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 p P bH F V= ⋅  (5-2) 
The base circle velocity Vb can be expressed as 
 cosb bV n d n dπ π φ= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (5-3) 
where db is the base circle diameter; d is the pitch circle diameter; ϕ is the 
pressure angle, and n is the gear’s rotational speed. The pitch circle velocity V 
can be expressed as: 
 gV V dπ= ⋅ ⋅  (5-4) 
Substituting Eqs.(5-3) and (5-4) into eq. (5-2), 
 cos cosp p g p tH F V d F V F Vπ φ φ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅  (5-5) 
where cost pF F φ=  is the tangential component of force Fp.  
Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual Fp is larger than ideal loading. 
The extra force, which is called dynamic loading Fd is,  
 2d e
eF k m
t
= ⋅  (5-6) 
The actual force F is, 
 p dF F F= +  (5-7) 
where t is the contact time; k is the equivalent elastic coefficient; me is the 
equivalent mass, and e is the summation of the manufacturing tolerances. The 
AGMA standard includes the accuracy level, and the manufacturing tolerances 
can be determined.  
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If the number of teeth of driving gear i is Ti with ωi rpm, the contact time t 
is:  
 60
i i
t
Tω
=  (5-8) 
The loading Fd can be derived as: 
 
30
i i
d e
T eF k m tω= ⋅  (5-9) 
Fig. 5-2 shows the equivalent elastic system of two meshed gears, and the 
equivalent elastic coefficient can be derived as:  
 1 2
1 29
E Ebk
E E
= ⋅
+
 (5-10) 
where E1 and E2 are the Young’s modulus of gear 1 and 2, respectively, and b is 
the gear width. 
 
Fig. 5-2  Equivalent elastic system of two meshed gears  
The equivalent mass me is:   
 1 2
1 2
' '
' 'e
m mm
m m
=
+
 (5-11) 
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where m1’ and m2’ are the equivalent mass concentrated to the pitch circle. 
If it is a solid gear, the moment of inertia I is:  
 4
2m p
bI rπ r=  (5-12) 
where rp is the pitch circle radius, and ρ is the density. 
The moment of inertia concentrated to pitch circle Im is: 
 2'm pI m r=  (5-13) 
I=Im yields  
 2'
2 p
bm rπ r=  (5-14) 
If it is a hollow gear, the moment of inertia IH is:  
 
 4 4( )
2H i
bI r rπ r= −  (5-15) 
The equivalent mass mH’ is 
 4 42' ( )2H p ip
bm r r
r
π r
= −  (5-16) 
For the 56 teeth rotor with basic parameters listed in Table 5-5, the loading 
results can be determined, as shown in Table 5-6. By applying the FEM 
software, the result is shown in Fig. 5-3. The maximum stress of the gear 
profile implemented on the magnetic materials is 7.94 MPa, and the material 
yielding stress is 312 MPa. The strength of the gear is thus determined to be 
capable of torque transmission.  
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Table 5-5  Parameters of the sun gear 
Items Values 
Output torque (kg-cm) 0.1 
Rotation speed (rpm) 6500 
Number of teeth 56 
Module 0.4 
Density (kg/m3) 7850 
Gear type Hollow 
Outer radius (m) 0.011 
Inner radius (m) 0.010 
Thickness (m) 0.005 
Manufacture error (mm) 0.06 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 200 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 
Table 5-6  Results of gear loading 
Items Values 
Equivalent elasticity coefficient 5.56x108 
Equivalent mass (kg) 4.00x10-3 
Theoretical load (N) 89.29 
Dynamic load (N) 686.20 
 
Fig. 5-3  Stress analysis of the gear mechanism  
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5-4 Summary 
For the integrated device, the tooth design impacts not only the 
transmission but also the electromagnetic characteristics. The teeth added to the 
rotor structurally and functionally limit the motor. A summary of this chapter is 
as follows: 
1. The number of teeth added to the rotor is set as a design variable, and the 
corresponding design constraints are concluded.  
2. The planetary gear teeth and ring gear teeth are related to the sun gear teeth. 
The number of teeth for the transmission is derived, where T1’ = T1’’ is 82 
teeth; T2 is 56 teeth, and T4 is 20 teeth, and this is the integer solution of the 
second stage sun gear. The velocity ratio is 0.0796. The planet gear of the 
second stage PGT T5 can be derived as 31 teeth. 
3. The dynamic loading is derived as 686.2 N. 
4. The maximum stress of the gear profile implemented on the magnetic 
materials is 7.94 MPa, and the material yielding stress is 312 MPa. The 
strength of the gear makes it capable of torque transmission.   
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Chapter 6  Effects of Integrated Gear Teeth 
In order to verify if the magnetic characteristics of the integrated device 
conform with the design requirements, it is important to analyze the affection of 
the gear-teeth profile integrated on the rotor. In this study, the flux linkages, the 
first derivative of the flux linkage, the cogging torque, and the electromagnetic 
torque are analyzed to compare the existing design with the integrated devices.   
6-1 Flux linkage analysis 
Table 6-1 lists design parameters of a 2-pole/8-slot DC commutator motor 
with integrated gear-teeth. Based on the parameters, simulation models can be 
built to analyze the flux linkage and the first derivative of the flux linkage, as 
shown in Fig. 6-1 and Fig. 6-2, respectively. These figures indicate that the flux 
linkage has some phase-lag, but it doesn’t affect the output values. The first 
derivative of the flux linkage shows the same trend. Basically, the affection of 
the integrated gear-teeth on the flux linkage and the first derivative of the flux 
linkage can be ignored, and the magnetic characteristics remain the same.   
Table 6-1  Parameters of the integrated device 
Case T  m  
A  
(mm) 
D  
(mm) 
w  
(mm) 
0w  
(mm) 
roR  
(mm) 
g  
(mm) 
ml  
(mm) 
mθ  
(  ) 
L  
(mm) 
Existing  -- -- -- -- -- -- 11.5 0.5 5 135 16 
2 24 0.9 1.44 1.8 1.41 0.96 11.52 0.5 5 135 16 
3 56 0.4 0.64 0.8 0.63 0.56 11.25 0.5 5 135 16 
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Fig. 6-1  Flux linkage comparison 
 
Fig. 6-2  The first derivative of the flux linkage comparison 
6-2 Cogging torque analysis 
The permanent magnets will produce a fixed magnetic field and interact 
with the rotor irons. The required torque to turn the motor shaft without 
excitation is called cogging torque. It is an oscillatory torque that always induces 
vibration, noise, resonance, and torque ripple. Since the cogging torque is greatly 
affected by the configuration of the rotor, the prediction of cogging torque for the 
integrated devices is proposed in this study.   
Cogging torque is the torque due to the interaction between the permanent 
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magnets of the stator and the rotor core in a DC motor. Based on the virtual 
work principle, the cogging torque 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃) is expressed as: 
 
( )
( ) gc
E
T
θ
θ
θ
−∂
=
∂
 (6-1) 
where θ is the rotating angle of the rotor relative to the stator, and 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔(𝜃𝜃) is 
the magnetic energy stored in the air gap. In addition, the electromagnetic 
energy of the air gap per volume ∆𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔(𝜃𝜃) is expressed as: 
 2
0
1( ) ( , )
2g g
E B dvθ θ φ
m
∆ = ⋅  (6-2) 
where 𝜇𝜇0 is the permeability of air; 𝜙𝜙 is the arbitrary angle in the air gap, and 
𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙)  represents the flux density of the air gap. Therefore, the 
electromagnetic energy in the air gap is: 
 
2
2
00
1( ) ( , ) ( )
2g g
E B v d
π
θ θ φ φ φ
m
= ∫  (6-3) 
where 𝑣𝑣(𝜙𝜙) represents the function of volume indicating the length of the air 
gap, which is generally a constant. 
In order to show the impact of the gear tooth and gear space on the cogging 
torque, as shown in Fig. 6-3, the position of the tooth space 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 is defined using 
a step function as: 
 1, when / 2( )
0, when / 2
m
m
m
x w
u x
x w
α
α
α
 − ≤− =  − >
 (6-4) 
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Fig. 6-3  Representation of the presence of the tooth spaces and the 
corresponding permeance function 
where w is the width of the tooth space along the pitch circle of the sun gear. 
Therefore, the presence of the tooth on the sun gear is: 
 
1
2( , ) ( )
T
t
m
u u m
T
πθ φ φ θ
=
= − −∑  (6-5) 
where T is the number of teeth integrated on the rotor.  
To simplify the analysis process, the permeance of the air gap is assumed to 
be a simple unit function, which is reciprocal to the step function. Hence, the flux 
density of the air gap is expressed as: 
 ( , ) [1 ( , )] ( )g tB u Bθ φ θ φ φ= −  (6-6) 
 2 2 2( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )g tB B u Bθ φ φ θ φ φ= −  (6-7) 
where 1 − 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙) is the permeance function of the air gap, and 𝐵𝐵(𝜙𝜙) is the 
flux density of the air gap when there is no slot on the rotor, which represents 
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the distribution of the residual flux density of the permanent magnets. 
Since the waveform of the residual flux density is an odd function, which 
has a fundamental cycle equal to 4𝜋𝜋/𝑃𝑃  in mechanical angle, it can be 
expanded using a Fourier series as follows: 
 
1
( ) sin( )
2nn
nPB B φφ
∞
=
=∑  (6-8) 
 2 0
1
( ) cos( )n
n
B A A nPφ φ
∞
=
= +∑  (6-9) 
where 𝑃𝑃 is the number of poles; 𝐴𝐴0 is the DC component of 𝐵𝐵2(𝜙𝜙), and 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 
and 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 are respectively the coefficients of the n-th harmonic components of 
𝐵𝐵(𝜙𝜙) and 𝐵𝐵2(𝜙𝜙).  
Based on the mean value theorem, the following equation is derived: 
 
2
2 2
10
2( ) ( , ) ( )
T
t
m
B u d w B m
T
π πφ θ φ φ θ
=
= ⋅ +∑∫  (6-10) 
Substituting Eqs. (6-3), (6-7), (6-9), and (6-10) into Eq. (6-1) yields: 
  
1 1
2( ) sin ( )
T
c n
n m
T K nA nP m
T
πθ θ
∞
= =
= ⋅ +∑ ∑  (6-11) 
where K is a constant.  
Due to the particular relationship of the numbers of gear teeth and the 
magnet poles, the harmonic components of the cogging torque are automatically 
eliminated as:   
 
1
2sin ( ) 0, when
T
m
nPnP m N
T T
πθ
=
+ = ∉∑  (6-12) 
The n-th harmonic components that cause the cogging torque are given by: 
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 1 2 3n
TT i ,i , , ,
gcd( P,T )
= = 2  (6-13) 
where gcd(P,T) is the greatest common divisor of the number of magnet poles P 
and the number of integrated gear-teeth T. It is apparent that the order of the 
harmonic components that dominate the cogging torque is directly related to the 
number of gear teeth on the rotor and the number of magnet poles.  
The space between two slots Sp is 360 /pS S=  , and S is the number of 
slots. The number of cogging torque pulse Tcn where the magnets rotate one Sp 
is:  
 ( , )pcn
s
S lcm S PT
Sθ
= =  (6-14) 
where lcm(S,P) is the least common multiplier of P and S, and θs is the period 
of the stable equilibrium in mechanical degrees.  
Hence, the cogging torque will perform periodicity in different motor 
positions. The relationships can be expressed as: 
 360
( , )s lcm S P
θ =

 (6-15) 
The number of gear-teeth on the rotor and the number of magnet poles are 
two important cogging torque design parameters. This is why electric motors 
with fractional slot-to-pole ratios are frequently employed by experienced motor 
designers to reduce the cogging torque. The fractional slot-to-pole ratios have 
higher orders of dominant harmonic cogging torque components. The magnitude 
of the harmonic component usually decreases in accordance with the increase in 
the order number. The strategy for reducing the cogging torque is to make the 
dominant harmonic components have a higher order number.    
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Table 6-2 lists the components of an existing 2-pole/8-slot permanent 
magnet DC commutator motor. By integrating different numbers of gear-teeth, 
the number of slots is replaced by the number of teeth. The gear teeth act as 
dummy slots in the magnetic field, which can increase the order number of the 
dominant harmonic components. In this study, the AGMA stub gear-teeth with a 
20˚ pressure angle are integrated on the rotor of the DC commutator motor. The 
number of gear-teeth in the 2nd case is 24, and the number of teeth in the 3rd case 
is 56. 
Table 6-2  The n-th harmonic components generate the cogging torque 
Case P S T T/P gcd(P,T) Tn 
Existing  2 8 -- 4 2 4i 
2 2 8 24 12 2 12i 
3 2 8 56 28 2 28i 
To compare the gear-teeth effect on the cogging torque, the FEA is applied 
to simulate the cogging torque, as shown in Fig. 6-4. The simulation shows that 
the 3rd case has the smallest cogging torque, where the period is 4.29˚. The 
cogging torque of the 2nd case is also smaller than the existing design, where the 
period is 15˚. The peak value of each case is listed in Table 6-3, which shows that 
the cogging torques are greatly reduced by 92.02% in the 3rd case and 20.10% in 
the 2nd case, respectively. The results show the gear-teeth integrated on the rotor 
of the motor act as dummy slots, which reduce the cogging torque efficiently.  
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Fig. 6-4  Cogging torque comparison 
Table 6-3  Cogging torque comparison 
Case Peak value (N-m) Difference (%) 
Existing design 0.065 -- 
2 0.052 -20.10 
3 0.005 -92.02 
Difference = (Case-Existing design)/Existing design  
6-3 Electromagnetic torque and torque ripple analyses 
The electromagnetic torque is the most important aspect of motor 
performance. It provides the power source to the machine required to make it 
work. The value and stability of the electromagnetic torque will affect the output 
performance of the electric motor. The electromagnetic torque of an electric 
motor is related to the torque constant and the input current. Since the torque 
constant is related to the configuration of motor, the input current and the flux 
density of the magnet are the important parameters that affect the 
electromagnetic torque. In integrated devices, the gear teeth on the rotor will 
increase the air gap length, which will reduce the electromagnetic torque. If the 
gear teeth greatly reduce the electromagnetic torque, the concept can’t be applied 
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on the motor.   
To compare the electromagnetic torque, the FEA is applied to simulate the 3 
cases, as shown in Table 6-4 and Fig. 6-5, which shows that the electromagnetic 
torque is reduced by the effect of the slot opening and also the gear teeth. In the 
2nd case, the torque is reduced by the gear teeth with a 15˚ period. In the 3rd case, 
the period is smaller, so the electromagnetic torque is stable. Table 6-4 provides a 
comparison of these 3 cases. The average electromagnetic torque of these 3 cases 
don’t reveal large differences. Due to the reduction in the slot opening, the 
electromagnetic torques for the 2nd and the 3rd cases are a bit larger than the those 
in the existing design. By analyzing the standard deviation and torque ripple, it 
can be seen that integrating the appropriate number of gear-teeth on the rotor can 
reduce the torque ripple, and the electromagnetic torque can thus remain the 
same. In the 3rd case, the torque ripple is reduced by 50.14 %. The integrated 
design presented in this work can be employed in high driving torque and/or low 
rotational speed applications, such as cordless power tools, electric vehicles and 
scooters, powered mobility transporters, and factory conveying equipment. 
Table 6-4  Electromagnetic and torque ripple analyses 
Case Existing motor 2 3 
Average torque (kg-cm) 0.120 0.122 0.126 
Max torque value (kg-cm) 0.127 0.133 0.130 
Min torque value (kg-cm) 0.106 0.111 0.120 
Standard deviation 0.007 0.006 0.003 
Torque ripple (%) 17.57 18.68 8.76 
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Fig. 6-5  Electromagnetic torque comparison 
6-4 Summary 
It is important to analyze the affection of gear-teeth profile integrated on the 
rotor. This chapter is summarized as follows: 
1. The flux linkages and the first derivative of the flux linkage are analyzed to 
compare the existing design with the integrated devices. The affection of the 
integrated gear-teeth on the flux linkage and the first derivative of the flux 
linkage can be ignored, and the magnetic characteristics remain the same. 
2. Two gear profiles with a feasible number of teeth integrated on the rotor are 
provided for the purpose of effectively reducing the cogging torque. The 
cogging torques are greatly reduced by 92.02% in the 3rd case and 20.10% 
in the 2nd case, respectively. The results show that the gear-teeth integrated 
on the rotor of the motor act as dummy slots, which reduces the cogging 
torque efficiently.  
3. By analyzing the standard deviation and torque ripple, it can be observed 
that the electromagnetic torque can remain the same. 
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Chapter 7  Design Examples     
Based on the above discussion, the objective of this work is to present a 
design procedure for the integration of rotating electric motors and gear 
mechanisms. An existing DC commutator motor and an existing AC induction 
motor are shown as examples to illustrate this process step by step. The design 
specifications, parameters, and conceptual design process are shown in detail.  
7-1 Design example 1 
A DC commutator motor is thus used as an example. The first step of the 
integrated design procedure is to define the design specifications of the 
integrated device. Finding and examining existing designs that have the desired 
functions can help designers determine the characteristics of an integrated 
device. It is very important for the designer to list all the quantitative values of 
the desired functions, such as output torques, input currents, and the sizes of the 
integrated devices. Table 7-11 lists the design specifications of a 2-pole/8-slot 
DC commutator motor with an ordinary gear train as the benchmark [20].  
There are many design variables in the integrated device design. In order to 
simplify the design process, designers can choose fixed parameters and optimize 
the rest of the variables. Based on the specifications in step 2, the output torque, 
rated current, magnetic materials, and assembly spaces can be fixed or left the 
same as those in the existing design. Table 2 lists the fixed parameters that are 
chosen in this study; however, it should be noted that these fixed parameters 
could be different. 
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Table 7-1  Design specifications of the integrated device 
 
Items Values 
Rated conditions 
Rated speed of the motor 6500 rpm 
Rated voltage DC 24V 
Reduction ratio of the reducer 1:12.5 
Magnet material properties 
Material of magnets Ferrite 
Direction of magnetization Radial 
Remanence 0.12 T 
Coercivity 99007.74 A/m 
Relative permeanbility 0.9645 
Steel material properties 
Steel material  50CS1300 
Saturated flux density 1.6 T 
Table 7-2  Fixed parameters of the integrated device 
Parameters Symbols Values 
Rated speed (rpm) ωR 6500 rpm 
Number of phases Nph 1 
Number of magnet poles P  2 
Number of armature slots S  8 
Air gap length (mm) g  0.5 mm 
Radius of shaft (mm) Rs 1.5 mm 
Inner radius of stator (mm) Rsi 17 mm 
Outer radius of stator (mm) Rso 19 mm 
Number of coils per armature tooth (turn) Nc 60 
Stack length (mm) L  16 mm 
Rated conduct current (A) I  2 A 
Magnet remanence (T) Br 0.12 T 
Magnet relative permeability μ 0.9645 
Allowed steel flux density (T) Ba 1.6 T 
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Based on the configurations of permanent-magnet rotating electric machines 
and the kinematic structure of the gear mechanism, feasible design concepts and 
fundamental theories are generated and applied subject to the concluded design 
requirements and constraints. The designer can then generate the design concept 
systematically by applying these requirements and constraints. The design 
concept for this example is the same as that shown in Fig. 2-4. 
The detailed design of the rotor and stator can be obtained based on the 
design requirements, constraints, fixed parameters, and known variables. The 
stack length of the rotor/stator, slot opening width, gear profiles, and number of 
teeth are determined in this step. In the design procedure, the number of poles P 
and the number of slots S are fixed parameters, and the design constraints are as 
follows: 
1. For the 2-pole/8-slot DC commutator motor, the number of teeth should be 
a multiple of 8. 
2. For the 2-pole/8-slot DC commutator motor, the radius of the addendum 
circle should be close to 23mm. 
3. The widely used AGMA standard 20˚ pressure angle involute spur gear 
profile is used to simplify the manufacturing process.  
4. The commonly used JIS B 1701 gear modulus is selected.  
The stator also must address the design constraints. The radius of the 
dedendum circle of gear profiles cannot be larger than the outer radius of the 
stator. The stator acts as the ring gear and the frame of the integrated design. 
The gear profiles that are integrated on the stator are of the interior type. If the 
radius of the dedendum circle is larger than the outer radius of the stator, the 
gear profiles will be incomplete.  
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Based on the above constraints, an AGMA standard 20˚ pressure angle 
involute spur gear profile with module 0.4 and 56 teeth is applied to the rotor, 
and the same gear profile with 82 teeth is applied to the stator. 
The ANSOFT/Maxwell 2D field simulator is employed in the field analysis. 
The parameters of the model are listed in Table 7-3. Since the characteristics of 
a DC commutator motor in the axial direction are the same, a 2D simulation is 
chosen instead of a 3D simulation. Fig. 7-1 shows the mesh model of integrated 
design. Fig. 7-2 shows the flux linkage of each set of coil windings. Fig. 7-3 
shows the flux density distribution of the entire motor. Fig. 7-4 shows the 
distribution of the air-gap flux density. The average value of the air-gap flux 
density from 0 to 180 degrees is 0.0736 and 0.0948 Tesla with parallel and 
radial magnetization-type permanent magnets, respectively. 
Table 7-3  FEA parameters of the integrated device 
T m 
A 
(mm) 
D 
(mm) 
w 
(mm) 
w0 
(mm) 
Rro 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
lm 
 (mm) 
θm 
(  ) 
L 
(mm) 
56 0.4 0.64 0.8 0.63 0.56 11.25 0.5 5 135 16 
 
Fig. 7-1  Mesh model of the integrated design 
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Fig. 7-2  Flux linkages of the coil windings 
 
Fig. 7-3  Flux distribution of the integrated device 
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Fig. 7-4  Air gap flux distribution of the integrated device 
The results for cogging torque and electromagnetic torque are shown in 
Table 7-4, Fig. 7-5, and Fig 7-6. Theoretically, the cogging torque is equal to the 
variation in the energy within a motor as the rotor rotates. The reduction in the 
cogging torque for the proposed motor configuration is effectively achieved by 
designing the number of gear teeth and magnet poles with fractional 
tooth-to-pole ratios and also by making the dominant harmonic components 
have a higher order number. With this design, the gear teeth integrated on the 
rotor act as dummy slots [77, 78], thus effectively reducing the cogging torque 
and toque ripple of the motor. 
 
Fig. 7-5 Cogging torque of the integrated device 
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Fig. 7-6  Electromagnetic torque of the integrated device 
Table 7-4  Results of the magnetostatic analysis 
Air gap density 
(Tesla) 
Cogging torque 
(N-m) 
Average torque 
(kg-cm) 
Torque ripple 
(%) 
0.09542 0.00516 0.126 8.76 
There are many design variables that must be determined when designing a 
motor. The use of an optimal design can enable designers to obtain better design 
configurations with appropriate design models. The equivalent magnetic circuit 
method mentioned above is related to the magnetic field distribution, magnetic 
material properties, and machine dimensions. Since the output torque is greatly 
affected by the air-gap flux density produced by the magnets, the air-gap flux 
density is chosen as the objective function, and the design constraint is set as an 
identical volume of permanent magnets. The variables are the arc and width of 
the permanent magnet. The detailed motor dimensions can be easily found using 
the Matlab software fmincon function, which is based on the gradient method. 
The optimal value of the permanent magnet arc is 134.66o. The maximum 
air-gap flux density is 0.09542 T. 
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For the 56 teeth rotor with basic parameters listed in Table 5-5, the loading 
results can be determined as shown in Table 5-6. By applying the FEM 
software, the result is shown in Fig. 5-3. The maximum stress of the gear 
profile implemented on the magnetic materials is 7.94 MPa, and the material 
yielding stress is 312 MPa. The strength of the gear is shown to capable of 
torque transmission.  
An existing 2-pole/8-slot DC commutator motor and a two-stage reduction 
PGT consists of a sun gear (member 2), a sun gear integrated with a carrier 
(member 4), two ring gears with the same number of teeth (member 1’ and 1’’) , 
two sets of planet gears (members 3 and 5), and the output shaft (member 6). 
Each of members 3 and 5 employs three planet gears to mesh with the ring gear 
for the purpose of providing better balancing of gear tooth loads and inertia 
forces. The number of teeth of member 2 is known to be 56; the number of teeth 
of members 1’ and 1’’ are set as 82 in step 5. The planet gear member 3 has 13 
teeth by applying the geometric constraint. The velocity ratio for both the output 
shaft and the input sun gear for the first stage PGT is 0.406. If the required 
velocity ratio is 0.08, the designer can apply the simple PGT unit series to 
achieve the required velocity ratio. T1’ = T1’’ is 82 teeth; T2 is 56 teeth, and T4 is 
20 teeth, and this is the integer solution of the second stage sun gear. The 
velocity ratio is 0.0796. The planet gear of the second stage PGT T5 can be 
derived as 31 teeth.  
The feasible integrated device that is derived using the integrated design 
procedure outlined above is presented in Fig. 7-7 and Fig. 7-8. According to the 
structural characteristics, the PGT is coaxial with the rotor and stator of the DC 
commutator motor by a common axis. All three of them can be employed as the 
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input, output, and ground terminals for the transmission. In this concept, the sun 
gear (member 2) is the input terminal with integrated exterior gear profiles on 
the slots of the rotor. The ring gear (members 1’ and 1”) is the ground terminal, 
which is connected to the stator of the motor. The carrier (member 5) is the 
output terminal, which is the same member as the output shaft. This kinematic 
structure of the PGT produces the maximum speed reduction. Each slot opening 
of the rotor is formed by removing the bottom land of the sun gear, which 
enables the copper conductors to set into the slot areas and also does not affect 
the conjugate gear meshing relation.  
The integrated device eliminates the use of couplings, the gearbox casing, 
and bolts or fasteners, which makes the entire device more compact, lightweight, 
and easier for maintenance. The output shaft of the PGT and the rotational shaft 
of the motor are coaxial, while balanced planet gears are also employed. The 
integrated device reduces the spaces in the axial direction needed for installation. 
The gear teeth integrated on the rotor act as dummy slots to effectively reduce 
the cogging torque and toque ripple of the motor. The performance of the 
integrated device is shown in Table 7-5. These results show that the proposed 
integrated device performs better than the existing design, reducing the cogging 
torque by 92.02% and the torque ripple by 50.14%. Moreover, the machine 
volume of the integrated device is smaller than the existing design due to the 
compact space arrangement, especially in the axial direction. For the same rate 
of output torque, the proposed design enhances the torque density by 16.66%, 
which is defined as the torque capacity per unit volume. A prototype structure is 
built and shown as Fig. 7-9  
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Fig. 7-7  Configuration of the proposed integrated design. 
 
Fig. 7-8  Explosion drawing of the proposed integrated design. 
  
Fig. 7-9  Prototype structure 
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Table 7-5  Comparison of the performance of the integrated device 
Case 
Air gap 
density 
(Tesla) 
Cogging 
torque 
(N-m) 
Average 
torque 
(kg-cm) 
Torque 
ripple  
(%) 
Axial 
length 
(mm) 
Machine 
Volume 
(m3) 
Torque 
density 
(N-m/m3) 
Existing 
motor 
0.0948 0.0647 0.120 17.57 104 1.18x10-3 1246.31 
New design 0.09542 0.00516 0.126 8.76 94 1.07 x10-3 1453.94 
Improvement 0.65% 92.02% 5% 50.14% 9.62% 9.58% 16.66% 
*Improvement=|(New design-Existing motor)/Existing motor |*100% 
7-2 Design example 2  
An existing AC induction motor is used for the gear train design. By 
following the design procedure discussed in Section 3-2, the three-link gear 
mechanism results in one feasible new design concept, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (a), 
and the four-link gear mechanism results in six feasible new design concepts, as 
shown in Fig. 3-6 (b)-(g). Fig. 7-10 shows the cross-section of the design concept 
provided in Fig. 3-6(b).  
To integrate an AC induction motor with the gear trains, the design strategy 
must share a designated part without extra transmitting elements. Gear profiles 
are integrated on the rotor/stator of an AC induction motor. In order to verify the 
magnetic characteristics of the integrated device to meet the design requirements, 
it is important to analyze the affection of the teeth profile integrated on the 
rotor/stator. The FEA is applied to assist in numerically calculating the 
characteristics of the existing AC induction motor and integrated device. In this 
study, the ANSOFT/Maxwell 3D field simulator is employed for the field 
analysis, and the flux linkages, the induced voltages, the current, and the 
electromagnetic torque are analyzed to compare the existing design and the 
integrated devices.   
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Fig. 7-10  The cross-section of the gear profile integrated on the rotor 
 Table 7-6 lists the parameters of the existing AC induction motor, which 
will be the benchmark in this example. Based on the parameters, the simulation 
model can be built to analyze the magnetic characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7-11. 
Fig. 7-12 and Fig. 7-13 provide a comparison of the induced voltages and the 
current analysis of the existing AC induction motor and the integrated device. 
Basically, the affection of the integrated gear teeth on the induced voltages and 
the current can be ignored. 
Fig. 7-14 provides a comparison of the flux linkage between the existing 
AC induction motor and the integrated device. It shows that the flux linkages 
have some differences in terms of the peak values, but this does not affect the 
output values. Basically, the affection of the integrated gear teeth on the flux 
linkage can be ignored, which means that the design constraints and the 
magnetic characteristics remain the same. 
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Table 7-6  Parameters of the AC induction motor 
Items Symbols Values 
Number of phases Nph 1 
Number of poles P 4 
Number of slots on the rotor Sr 22 
Number of slots on the stator Ss 16 
Air gap length (mm) g 0.45 
Radius of shaft (mm) Rshaft 4 
Inner radius of rotor (mm) Rri 4 
Outer radius of rotor (mm) Rro 21.6 
Inner radius of stator (mm) Rsi 22.05 
Outer radius of stator (mm) Rso 43.9 
Skew width of rotor (mm) Wtb 2 
Number of conductors per layer Nc 360 
Stack length (mm) L 16.2 
Speed (rpm) V 1600 
Rated output power (W) W 150 
Rated Voltage (V) V 110 
Frequency (Hz) f 60 
 
Fig. 7-11  FEA model of the integrated device 
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Fig. 7-12  Comparison of the current 
 
Fig. 7-13  Comparison of the induced voltage 
 
Fig. 7-14  Comparison of the flux linkages  
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To integrate the gear profile on the above design concepts, design 
constraints C7-C10 are considered for the purpose of manufacturing. In this 
work, the rotor radius of the AC induction motor is 43.2mm. The gear profile 
with module 0.5 and 88 teeth meets the design constraints. Fig. 7-15 shows the 
3D model of the gear train, for which the required reduction ratio is 6.8. Fig. 7-16 
shows the 3D model of the integrated device.  
By applying the finite-element analysis, the strength of the gear profiles can 
be evaluated to ensure transmission capabilities. The parameters of the gear train 
are listed in Table 7-7, and the loading results for the gear train are shown in 
Table 7-8. The results of the FEA are shown in Fig. 7-17. The maximum stress of 
the gear is 98.32 MPa, and the yielding stress is 312 MPa. The strength of the 
gear is thus capable of transmission.  
 
Fig. 7-15  A feasible gear train design  
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Fig. 7-16  3D model of the concept in Fig. 3-6 (b) 
Table 7-7  Parameters of the gear train 
Items Values 
Torque (mN-m) 55.3 
Rotation speed (rpm) 1600 
Number of teeth 88 
Module 0.5 
Density (kg/m3) 7850 
Gear type Hollow 
Outer radius (m) 0.022 
Inner radius (m) 0.004 
Thickness (m) 0.005 
Manufacture error (mm) 0.06 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 200 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 
Table 7-8  Loading results of the gear train 
Items Values 
Equivalent elasticity coefficient 5.56x108 
Equivalent mass (kg) 5.91x10-3 
Theoretical load (N) 2.51 
Dynamic load (N) 322.64 
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Fig. 7-17  FEA gear strength results  
The electromagnetic torque provides the power source for work. The output 
performance of the motor is affected by the stability of the electromagnetic 
torque. In the integrated devices, the gear teeth on the rotor increase the air gap 
length, which reduces the output torque. Fig. 7-18 and Table 7-9 provide a 
comparison of the performance between the existing AC induction motor and the 
integrated device. The average torque is reduced by 8.96% as expected. The 
torque ripple is reduced by 14.23%, and the torque density, which is the output 
torque per unit volume, is increased by 1.75%. The results show that although 
the average torque is reduced, the integrated device can provide more stable and 
efficient output torque than other options.   
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Table 7-9  Comparison of the output performance 
 
Average 
Torque 
(mN/m) 
Torque 
Ripple 
(%) 
Axial 
length 
(mm) 
Machine 
Volume 
(m3) 
Torque 
density 
(mN-m/m3) 
Existing design 60.74 197.35 113 6.84x10-4 88801.17 
Integrated device 55.3 169.27 101 6.12x10-4 90359.48 
Improvements (%) -8.96 -14.23 10.62 10.53 1.75 
*Improvement=|(New design-Existing motor)/Existing motor |*100% 
 
Fig. 7-18  Comparison of the electromagnetic torque 
7-3 Summary 
Through the systematic design procedure, two configurations of the 
integrated devices are obtained, for which a summary is as follows: 
1. A feasible design concept for the integrated design of permanent-magnet 
rotating electric motors with gear mechanisms is synthesized, and design 
requirements and constraints are determined.  
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2. The feasible numbers of gear teeth to effectively reduce the cogging torque 
and torque ripple are presented. The results show that the proposed 
integrated device performs better than the existing design by reducing the 
cogging torque by 92.02% and the torque ripple by 50.14%. 
3.  The proposed design also enhances the torque density by 16.66% for the 
same rate of output torque. 
4. An AC induction motor and gear trains are applied as an example.  
5. The 3D model of the designed gear train is developed, for which the 
required reduction ratio is 6.8.  
6. The strength of the gear is analyzed in which the maximum stress is 98.32 
MPa, and the yielding stress is 312 MPa. This shows the gear train is 
capable of transmission.  
7. The integrated gear profiles have no effect on the flux linkage, the induced 
voltages, or the current.  
8. The torque of the integrated design is reduced by 8.96% when the torque 
ripple is reduced by 14.23%. The torque density is increased by 1.75%, 
which indicates that the integrated device provides more stable and 
efficient output torque. 
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Chapter 8  Conclusions and Suggestions   
 This study presents a design procedure for the integrated design of electric 
motors with gear mechanisms. A feasible design concept is synthesized subject 
to the derived design requirements and constraints. The 1-D and 2-D equivalent 
magnetic circuit methods for analyzing the magnetostatic field of a DC 
commutator motor are applied and verified using an FEA. The flux linkages, the 
first derivative of the flux linkage, cogging torques, electromagnetic torques, 
and torque ripples of two sets of gear-teeth integrated on the rotor are analyzed 
to verify the effects of gear profiles. The design methods used for the gear 
mechanism are also introduced in this work. The feasible numbers of gear teeth 
to effectively reduce the cogging torque and torque ripple are presented. Two 
design examples are provided.  
8-1 Conclusions 
    The conclusions of this work are as follows: 
1. Through the theoretical study of motors and gear trains, new design 
concepts were stimulated that provided a theoretical foundation for the 
integrated device. 
2. Via the analysis of existing designs, the design requirements and constraints 
of the integrated device were derived, thus making the integrated device 
achieve the desired functions. 
3. The design concepts of the integrated device were obtained subject to the 
design requirements and constraints. In this study, the integrated design not 
only meets the demand of power transmission but also improves motor 
characteristics. 
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4. A design procedure is proposed to systematically generate integrated 
devices. 
5. The use of graphs on the mechanism synthesis can simplify the complex 
structures of mechanisms and clearly present the topological structures and 
kinematic characteristics. 
6. Yan’s creative mechanism design methodology was applied. The three-link 
gear mechanism resulted in one feasible new design concept, and the 
four-link gear mechanism resulted in six feasible new design concepts.  
7. The 1-D and 2-D equivalent magnetic circuit methods for analyzing the 
magnetostatic field of a DC commutator motor were applied and verified 
using an FEA.   
8. The Carter’s coefficient was obtained to model the permeance in the 
presence of slotting and gear-teeth.  
9. By comparing the analytical results with the FEA results, the differences in 
the air-gap flux density were 3.21% and 3.06% for the 1-D and 2-D methods, 
respectively.  
10. The major difference between these two methods is that the 1-D method 
only shows the average air-gap flux density, and the 2-D method presents 
the distribution of the air-gap flux density.  
11. The flux linkages, the first derivative of the flux linkage, cogging torques, 
electromagnetic torques, and torque ripples of two sets of gear-teeth 
integrated on the rotor were analyzed to verify the effects of the gear 
profiles.  
12. The number of teeth were derived, and the corresponding design constraints 
were determined.  
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13. The planetary gear teeth and ring gear teeth are related to the sun gear teeth. 
The number of teeth of the transmission was derived, where T1’ = T1’’ was 
82 teeth; T2 was 56 teeth, and T4 was 20 teeth, and where this was the 
integer solution of the second stage sun gear. The velocity ratio was 0.0796. 
The planet gear of the second stage PGT T5 was derived as 31 teeth. 
14. The dynamic loading was derived as 686.2 N. 
15. The maximum stress of the gear profile implemented on the DC integrated 
device was 7.94 MPa, and the material yielding stress was 312 MPa. The 
gear strength was adequate for torque transmission. 
16. The flux linkages and the first derivative of the flux linkage t were analyzed 
to compare the existing design with the integrated devices. The affection of 
the integrated gear-teeth on the flux linkage and the first derivative of the 
flux linkage t could be ignored, and the magnetic characteristics remained 
the same. 
17. Two gear profiles with feasible numbers of teeth integrated on the rotor 
were provided to effectively reduce the cogging torque. The cogging 
torques were greatly reduced by 92.02% in the 3rd case and by 20.10% in 
the 2nd case, respectively. The results showed that the gear-teeth integrated 
on the rotor of the motor act as dummy slots, which reduce the cogging 
torque efficiently.  
18. By analyzing the standard deviation and torque ripple, it was found that the 
electromagnetic torque could remain the same. 
19. A feasible design concept of the integrated design of permanent-magnet 
rotating electric motors with gear mechanisms was synthesized, and the 
design requirements and constraints were determined.  
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20. The feasible numbers of gear teeth to effectively reduce the cogging torque 
and torque ripple were presented. The results showed that the proposed 
integrated device performed better than the existing design by reducing the 
cogging torque by 92.02% and the torque ripple by 50.14%. 
21. The proposed design also enhanced the torque density by 16.66% for the 
same rate of output torque. 
22. An AC induction motor and gear trains were applied as an example.  
23. The 3D model of the designed gear train was developed, for which the 
required reduction ratio was 6.8.  
24. The strength of the gear profile implement on the DC integrated device 
was analyzed for which the maximum stress was found to be 98.32 MPa, 
and the yielding stress was found to be 312 MPa. This shows that the gear 
train as capable of transmission.  
25. The integrated gear profiles had no effects on the flux linkage, the induced 
voltages, or the current.  
26. The torque of the integrated design was reduced by 8.96% when the torque 
ripple was reduced by 14.23%. The torque density was increased by 1.75%. 
This shows that the integrated device provides a more stable and efficient 
output torque than the existing design. 
8-2 Suggestions 
The study provides a design procedure for the integrated design of electric 
motors with gear mechanisms, which includes not only a configuration design 
but also an electromagnetic analysis. However, there are several relevant areas 
that are worthy of future study: 
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1. According to the results of the design examples presented in Chapter 7, a 
prototype of the AC induction motor can be constructed. The output 
performances of the prototype can be measured so as to verify the FEA 
results. 
2. Since the material properties of the existing motor are changeable, which 
may change motor characteristics, the selection of materials should go 
through a more complete assessment. 
3. There are several assumptions within the equivalent magnetic circuit 
methods, and the difference between the analytical results and practical 
applications can therefore be further studied.  
4. In this work, two examples with one DC commutator motor and one AC 
induction motor are obtained. There are still lots types of motors can be 
integrated by following the proposed design procedure.  
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